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NS'.·JS A1TD PUBLIC A ''-'AIRS PTIOG;~A11LING OF 'rHE 
~-JE3TilJG110U:3 E BHOADCAS 2LTG C G~·IPAHY 
ABS'rR.AC'r 
Purpose 
'rhis study investigates the public affairs .sncl news 
organization r::nd prosra:rrrrltng of the Westinghouse Broad-
C8 stint; COl11IH3.YlY. A:n attempt is made to evD1ua te the ~me 
operations r-md to determine Nhether other bro:::dcasters 
should ad~11)t 'iiBC practices to cheir OHr1 si tu2tions Emd 
<il-v:ot~er this could be done ,,rithout n large capital in-
vestment. 
Content 
Part One is devoted to an investigAtion of the 
ii 0eneral 8.spects of ~mblic Bffairs Dnd nei·ts broadcastlng. 
!i 
:! The distinzuishinc; festures of public service l';nc_ public 
!i affrdrs r•r:·e treRted in so··ne detail because of the con-
!J 
fusion Hhich these terms evoke, evr-m among broadc8sters. 
In the discussion of news broadcistinc;, the responsi-
bili ties of broadcast ne•.·rsmen are emphasizeC.. 
nttempts here to determine 1:-..rhether there is a valid type 
h of excitement ~~ich can be injected into a newscast (as 
~ ( 
i· !l ':!es ti nshouse believes) or I;Jhether all excitement:; in news 
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presentAtion is sensationalism. Different approaches to 
sidered in this chapter, and the relationships of organi-
zRtion 8nd news approach are tre~ted. 
After this exruaination of the general aspects of 
public affAirs Pnd news broadcastins, the Westinghouse 
Bro~dcastine; Cornpm1y 1 s structure, aims, i~nrl trer:'1tcnent of 
these pro:.;renFninc; rc;lements Are cH scus sed, both on the 
natlon:.:2l and on the local levels. }.'.Jnphasis in Part 'rwo 
is placed on the policies of the Nationsl Headquarters 
s.nd their implement:::tion by the local station. 
Part Three is an attempt to evsluate cert:,in aspects 
of the Hestinsh ,use operations, to offer su~~gestions for 
possible improvements to the Company, Gnd to point out 
to othel"' broadcasters the ·~me pr2ctices ,;hich could be 
arla~terl to their situations. 
opiDion on the sincerii~:;r of the ~iestinc:;house menac;emsnt. 
Sources 
Aside from the usu8l sources employed in a study of 
this type, a survey wPs taken by the writer. In attemp-
tine; to get the latest views on news Rnd ~1blic affairs 
proe;raYl"nin[:;, the Hriter decided to survey or·g:.:Lnizations 
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in and interested in broadcEsting. A list of twenty-one 
of these srou:tJs 1,p~s compiled. Among those listed Here 
che four national netHorks, the :~{ac1io-'relevi c;'Lon HeVTs 
Directors Associetion, the Public Affairs Cormnise::ion, 
t"'rle Federal Communic8tions Corr:r·iii :;sion, tbe House Lesis-
lative Over: icht Subcornmi ttee, and the Institute for 
Educa don by Radio-'I'el evis ion. Seventeen of the twenty-
one questionn8ires or letters were answered. Many of the 
conclusions in P8rt One and so:ne of the conr:,wnts in the 
lRter sections are draHn from the r·esul ts of this survey. 
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This paper 1rould not have been ::osE ible without the 
assistance of many people. 
\Vi thin the 1:/estinshouse Broe.dce,sting Company, the 
follovtins individuals gc.ve ',Jillingly of their time and 
Z:nmvledge: Rich2~rd Pacl:, Vice President in Charge of Pro-
gra.mJing; VVilliam Ko.land, I1ation~1.l Progrc:~m Kanaser; Chet 
Collier, Executive :Producer; the secretaries in the 1·Testins-
house Nevi York HeadQuarters; Rod HacLeish, Euro:9ean Bureau 
Chief; James Snyder, 1'le.shir:.ston BureEm Chief; James E. Allen, 
VlBZ-TV General I,Ian2.ger; Herb Ce.he.n, 'i'lBZ-TV ProgrG,n Mo.naser; 
Georse l·!oynihan, ',·ffiZ-TV Assistant Program }.Tanager; Arch Mac-
Donald e.nd Jolm. Luttell, 'tlBZ-TV neusmen; Hel Bailey, ~·lBZ..:. 
~'iBZA :Prosram Director; Jerry Landay, \"fBZ-w=~ZA Nev;s Director; 
2.nd the e:~ecuti ve secretaries of 'l'BZ-'lfl3.ZA and '\'IBZ-TV. 
Special mention should be made of the assistance rendered 
by 11iss Cathy Ungaro of the Nationo.l Progranming Department 
and by Mr. ColliGr, ~Iho nrrt:mged the -v;ri ter' s Nevr York 
a~J -ointments E~nd long distance telephone calls. 
Significant contributions Here me.de by Dr. D. Hugh 
Gillis, Chairman of the Communic2.tion Arts Department of 
the School of Public Rel2.tions end Corrr::unications of Boston 
University e.ncl by Dr. Dc,vid R. Nackey of the Com:-;unice,tion 
-ii-
===·. 
Arts staff. 
To these, and to =:.any others ·'i"J·ho made lesser contri-
butions, the vlri ter extends his grateful e.cknOivledgments. 
It is to be lwped that the finished ~)roduct justifies in 
some ;:;1easure t~1eir intereEt and industry. 
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CHAPTER I 
This study was undertaken, in the main, for one 
reason--the \'Triter h~td been impressed for some time by the 
news and public affairs activities of the Westinghouse 
Broadcasting Company. He vvondered if other broadcasters, 
whether they l'rere working \vi th large or small capital, 
could do as effective a job in these areas if they were 
more interested in them. 
The 1rTri ter had to evaluate the aims of the Compe.ny 
in serving the public, where an evaluation was possible, 
and determine ·Nhether corporate interests often interfere 
l'li th these aims, and \"lhether there is more conflict on the 
local level than at National Headquarters. It 1-ms further 
believed by the Hriter that an evaluation of the structure 
and operation of the \'lestinghouse ne1vs and public affairs 
organizations might yield ve .. luable suggestions on possible 
improvements in these areas to the Comnany and that these 
suggestions might be of interest to other broadcasters as 
well. 
The scope of the vmrk was partially determined by 
these purposes. It was determined further by 'other factors, 
not the least of "'rhich vras the limitation of the 1'lriter's 
-1-
sources. For example, the writer found it impossible to 
observe the operation of all westinghouse stations; the 
WBC Boston outlet (WBZ-\iBZA, WBZ-TV) was selected forstudy 
because of its proximity. This fact may have somewhat 
biased the report, since all the stations are not in as 
2 
choice a location and, therefore, operate on smaller budgets. 
It is probable, for instance, tb.at the Portland, Oregon 
facilities are not on a par with those in Boston and would 
provide a better test of the WBC operations. This is, of 
course, speculation with no bas is in research. The writer was 
also unable to visit the Company's bureaus or to make a really 
systematic study of all phases of WBC programming, even in 
Boston. I.t is true, of course, that many theses could be 
written on analyses of the various elements which go into 
the programming of even one station; perpaps some day 
WBZ-WBZA and ~ffiZ-TV will have their programming more thor-
oughly evaluated by other students. 
The writer's purpose in organizing the work was to 
investigate the general elements of public affairs and news 
and then proceed to a consideration of the Westinghouse 
aims in these areas and the Company's implementation of 
these objectives. 
The first chapter is an attempt to delineate the 
differences between public serviceand public affairs 
3 
programming. These programming elements are treated in some 
detail because of the confusion which the terms evoke, even 
among broadcasters. There seem to be almost as many defini-
tions of public service and public affairs as there are 
people to define them. 
In the second chapter, general considerations of news 
broadcasting are discussed; the responsibilities of broad-
cast newsmen are emphasized. An attempt is made in this 
section to determine whether there is a valid brand of 
excitement which can be injected into a newscast or whether 
all excitement in news presentation is sensationalism~ 
Different alJproaches to ne1.'ls by three basic types of nev1s 
organization are considered here, and the relationships of 
organization and nmvs approach are treated. 
After these examinations of the general aspects of 
public affairs and news broadcasting, the Westinghouse 
Broadcasting Company's aims, structure, and treatment of 
these program2ing elements are treated, both on the national 
and on the local levels. Emphasis is placed here on policies 
of the.National Headquarters and their implementation by 
the local stations. 
The final chapter is an attempt to evaluate certain 
aspects of the Westinghouse operations, to offer suggestions 
for possible improvements to the Company, and to point out 
to other broadcasters the vJ:3C practices which could be 
adapted to their situations. 
4 
The sourc~s employed in the study include publications 
deeling Hith broadcasting, Pike and Fisher'' s Radio Regulation, 
and Westinghouse Broadcasting Company publications. The 
writer also interviewed many WBC employees in New York and 
Boston and held telephone discussions with the Company's 
bureau chiefs. 
In attempting to get the latest views on news and 
public affairs programming, the writer decided to survey 
organizations in and interested in broadcasting. A list of 
twenty-one of these groups was compiled. Among those listed 
were the four national networks, the Radio-Television News 
Directors Association, the Public Affairs Commission, the 
Federal Communications Commission, the House Legislative 
Oversight Subcommittee, end the Institute for Education by 
Radio-Television. Seventeen of the twenty-one questionnaires 
or letters were answered. Many of the conclusions in the 
first two chapters and some of the comments in the later 
sections are dra~n from the results of this survey. 
PART I 
CHAPTER II 
GEJ:liiJti\L ASPEC!J:S OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTING. 
Public affairs broadcasting is contained in the 
category of nublic service broadcasting. But the distinctions 
betv-Teen these two progre.mming areas are not always readily 
apparent even to broadcasters; some consider public affairs 
and public service to be synonomous. 
Public service grei1 in broadcasting primarily because 
I 
of the efforts of the Federal Radio Commission and the 
Federal Communications Commission. It is unlikely that 
broadcasters vrould have felt the same responsibility toward 
the lJUblic that they nmrr profess had they not been i•rorking 
under such mandates as the Radio Act of 1927 and the Commu-
nications Act of 1934. 
The FCC obviously exerts an influence on progra~ning. 
The Commission looks favorably on the broadcasting of 
controversial issues, if they are presented objectively; 
on educational, discussion, and talk programs of superior 
QUality; on local, live programming; on a balance of commer-
cial and sustaining programs; and on the editorialization 
by the station if the opposing side is sought out in e.ny 
issue the.t may be considered not settled in the community. 
All these things can be called public service programming, 
in the broad sense of the term. 
As a matter of fact, according to some broadcc;,st 
organizations, almost anything can be included under the 
enormous umbrella of 11pu.blic service." An example of this 
is a remark made by the American Council for Better Broad-
casts in trying to draw a distinction between public service 
~:md public affairs: "A public service program need not be 
informational. Excellent music, excellent drama, etc. is a 
great :;ublic service. nl This may be, but most likely is not, 
i'lhat the Broadcasting Foundation of .lunerica means \'Then it 
calls public service programs .. 'programs that perform a 
definite service to the com:nunity."2 Of course, service to 
the co~um1ity can take irmumerable forms. One of these 
forms could be the slightly more specific view of public 
service programming held by NBC news,3 the National Associa-
tion of Educational Broadcasters,4 and the Public Affairs 
Commission;5 this includes such broadcasts as religious, 
lAmerican Council for Better Broadcasts, in ansvrer 
to questionnaire, March 8, 1960. 
2Broadcasting Foundation of America, in ansv1er to 
questiolLnaire, March 8, 1960. · 
3Letter from Arthur w. Hepner, Coordinator, NBC News 
Information Services, Ne\t York, March 22, 1960. 
~ational Association of Educational Broadcasters, 
in answer to questionnaire, March 17, 1960. 
5Public Affairs Com::ission, in ansv.rer to question-
naire, March 7, 1960. 
fraternal, civic, educational, and social organizations. 
A quite different view than that of the American 
Council for Better Broadcasts is stated by I. Keith Tyler, 
Director of the Institute for Education by Radio-Television. 
Dr. Tyler believes that :public service includes "the 1'lhole 
broad field of informative programming '"here the intent is 
to inform rather than to entertain."l (emphasis supylied). 
This does not mean, of course, that public service program-
ming cs"nnot be entertaining. 
Public service, then, ce.n mean a variety of things 
in the opinions or organizations interested in broadcasting. 
It vrould seem to be stretching the term a bit, hmvever, to 
make it include ''excellent music." In the mind of the 
7 
teen-ager this might mean rock and roll, and it would be 
quite a job to convince an FCC commissioner or a Consressman 
(or, for that matter, any sane adult) that tiienty-four hours 
ofnbop' is tiventy-four hours of pure service to the public. 
On the other hand, entertEtining progrrcms should not be 
stricken from the list, for rJ.any progr2oms 'Hhich most cer-
tainly are a public service C8n hold an audience against 
lLetter from Dr. I. Keith Tyler, Director, Institute 
for Education by Radio-Television, Columbus, Ohio, :March 22, 
1960~ 
e 8 
strong opposition. The danger lies in going to either 
extreme. At one end everything including horse operas and 
rigged quiz shows is a public service; at the other end 
nothing that's interesting enough to attract a sponsor is 
a public service no matter how important is the subject 
dealt with. 
Nevertheless, it's obvious that public service pro-
gramming is a concept i·rith a great deal of latitude. It 
can include entertair~ent and information, commercial and 
sustaining programs; but it should not be spread so thin 
that it can refer to anything that might be enjoyed by an 
audience, anything short of a criminal violation that is 
broadcast. 
Public service to the Westinghouse Broadcasting Com-
pany, as voiced by WBC President Donald l>:icGannon, means 
''programs . . • which are created originally not solely to 
entertain but also to render a basic service to the public 
and further to educate, inform and enlighten the listener 
or vim·rer. 111 This definition does not exclude entertainment 
or sponsorship. McGannon goes on to say: 
1Television ~' I':arch 9, 1959, p. 34. 
9 
It is our conviction that public-service pro• 
gramming must, of its very purpose, be entertaining, 
must display showmanship, excitement and enthusiasm, 
if it is ever going to achieve the lofty heights 
that we wish for it. In further extension of this 
attitude, it is our belief that public-service pro-
gramming can be salable if it is good and if it 
builds and holds so streng an audience that advertisers 
are attracted to it.l 
This seems to be a reasonable statement on the sub-
ject. The term public service is not so broad as to be 
virtually useless. At the same time, it is not so limited 
that it leaves our important areas either. But the question 
arises as to whether public service and public affairs 
broadcasting are synonomous. In the opinion of Westinghouse 
Broadcasting they are the same. 2 This is also the view of 
1Ibid.; it might be interesting to note here the words 
of Frank E. Pellegrin, Director of the NAB's Department of 
Broadcast Advertising, at the 1947 hearings: "The broadcast 
of major league baseball games is believed to be in the 
public interest. Does it make them any less so if the 
Atlantic Refining Co. sponsors the broadcast and uses 
approximately five minutes out of every hour of broadcasting 
to tell about its goods and services? 
I think it can be said in nea~ly every instance a 
program that is worthy of being broadcast on a sustaining 
basis is worthy of being sponsored." (u.s., Congress, Senate, 
Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce, Heari s on s. 1 A Bill to Amend the Communi-
cation Act of 19 and for Other Oth Con • 
1st Sess. 19 • 
2Interview with Chet Collier, Executive Producer, 
WBC, New York, January 4, 1960. This might be influenced 
by a monetary or job classification question which will 
be discussed in more detail in the chapters on Westinghouse. 
the Joint Council on Educational Television.1 
10 
But, among 
the organizations replying to the writer's questinnnaire 
(discussed in the Introduction}, this is a decidedly minority 
view. In the majo.rity opinion, public af'fairs is 11more on 
the order of events" than public service. 2 To say it a bit 
more specifically, public affairs programming is 
• • • addressed to signif'icant issues and 
problems which are in the broad arena of' public 
concern. This would include questions of' housing, 
population explosion, political issues, inter-
national relations, and the like. L!nd public 
servic~ includes 'public a.f'f'airs' but also includes 
Lroany other thing~. j 
In sUlllilling up this considers tion of t he general 
aspects of' public aff'airs broadcasting, let us say that 
public service and public affairs should not be considered 
as identical. Public service programming may be said to 
lJoint Council on Educational Television, in answer 
to questionnaire, March 11, 1960; the Council says public 
affairs programming is nthose programs which serve to 
enlighten the listener and/or viewer; programs which initiate 
a direct or indirect response ultimately satisfying to the 
listener or viewer, intellectually." The Council then says 
there is no difference between public af'fairs and public 
service programming. 
2Broadcasting Foundation of' America, in answer to 
questionnaire, March 8, 1960. 
3I. Keith Tyler. Concurring on this are the NAEB, 
the Public Af.fairs Commission, and the American Council for 
Better Broadcasts; NBC News agrees that public affairs pro-
grams grow out of the day's news but does not specifically 
say that public affairs is included in public service; the 
CBS concept of public affairs is similar to that of NBC. 
11 
stem from the obligation of the broadcaster to use his 
fe.cili ties, as licensed, in the public interest, convenience, 
and necessity. The term may be as broe.d or as narrow as 
one -vrishes to make it, but it is broader than public affa.irs. 
Public affairs progra~1lming is a public service, but it is 
a syecific kind of service. Public affairs broadcasts are 
those 1·rhich dea.l 'lli th current issues of imnortance and 
interest to the audience; they are not limited to national 
phenomena, but may include significant local issues. The 
fact that a sho'tr is sponsored shou.ld not eliminate it from 
the list of Eubstantial services which a broadcast station 
re.nders to the public; nor should the fact that it is enter-
taining. These features, me.y, indeed, enhance the service 
which the shovl provides for, because of them, the broe"dcast 
may be able to attract a le.rger e.udience, thus making a 
greater contribution to the public vwlfare. 
CHAPTER III 
GE:h&'li.AL ASP.ii:CTS OF' H:i£1'/S BROADCASTING 
Unlike public affairs programming, the meaning of 
the 1vord "ne1r1s 11 is reasonably clec.r to the vast majority 
of adults. It may be defined as "the statement of freshly 
ascertained facts about something of interest that has 
happened, is happening, is about to happen or that, contrary 
to exp12cta tion, hasn 1 t hap!Jened, isn 1 t happening, and 
probably won't happen,"l or as na.nything that makes the 
house-v;ife say, 'Gee Whiz! '"2 But, no matter how it is 
defined, and no matter v;rhether newsmen, themselves, can dash 
off scholEtrly defini tiona, the fact remains that most people 
think of approxime.tely the se.me thing in res-ponse to the 
term "news." 
News criteria transcer:d the media. There is a 
variation in treatment, however, Y.rhen ne\vs i terns are pre-
sented by differing means of dissemination. The print media 
are slower and can, therefore, take time to be more accurate 
in many caees; they cc:,n include more dete,il than the 
1Paul iv. \fuite, Ne1vs 2n the Air (New York; Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1947r;-p. 171. 
2Telephone interview with James Snyder, Chief, 
Washington Bureau, Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc., 
New York, January 6, 1960. This definition is only offered 
as an example of the range of meanings of the term. Snyder, 
himself, thinl::s defini tiona B.re 1-.rorth little, and he only 
quoted this, among others, upon reouest. 
-12-
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broadce.st media. Newspapers 2-.nd magazines do not have as 
many taboos to face as do radio and television. 
On the other hand, papers and magazines are relatively 
static \•Then compared to broadcasting; they do not possess 
nearly as much drama. And for this reason, the broadcast 
media must be much more ce.reful to avoid sensationalism. 
The immediacy and personal impact of broadcG.sting impose 
a great necessity for caution. There is the added 
possibility that broadcast news may be more easily misunder-
stood than printed news. 
Charnley emphasizes another factor that has influenced 
the development of broadcast nev.rs when he asserts that 
"radio Lthis also, of course, applies to televisio!'!l, in 
the American broadcasting pattern, is not prime.rily a ne\·.rs 
and information medium, but an entertainment medium. 111 
This has not only affected the grmvth of broadcast news; 
it has led to some of the least desirable practices, e.g., 
sensationalism, 'Nhich will be discussed below. 2 
l!<!itchell V. Charnley, Nev;s £I_ Radio (New York: The 
Jciacrnillan Company, 1948), p. 283. 
2William F. Brooks, Radio News \llri ting (New York: 
McG-raw-Hill Book Company, Inc., L.York, Pa.: The 1-iaple Press 
Compani7, 1948), p. 6. 
Broadcasters have the definite advantages of speed 
and intimacy. If ne11s were their exclusive concern, they 
could probably make their media the most efficient and 
effective means of ne,-rs dissemination in existence. The 
potential is inherent in the medium. The possibilities 
await only the proper exploitation. \'lith increased 
possibilities, naturally, come increased responsibilities. 
\'fuether the potential is used to advantage or not, the 
irmate power·im,oses concomitant obligations. 
Generany ·~aking it can be said that one of the 
prime virtues (and obligations) of the news broadcaster, 
and perhaps the most importo.nt, is objectivity. Any sort 
of slanting or bias is considered a cardinal sin by the 
public and the ,sovernment, as 'ttlell as by most bros,dcasters, 
themselves. Objectivit~ by itself, however, is not quite 
sufficient to merit a high rating for a ne,dscast. As Carl 
Vlarren says, "Objectivity should be active ••• u1 A 
ne'l.>~sme.n c1::mnot simnly sit baclc anct vmi t for news to come 
to him on the assumption that all sides of an issue \-.rill 
eventually present themselves; he must actively determine 
that his story is fair to all. 
14 
lcarl Warren, Radio News \'Tritinr; and Editing (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1947), p:-2b9 
1Yiost of the organizations e.nswering the survey 
questionnaires ~:mc1 letters mentioned in the Introduction 
say that the objective of a newsCc'.st must not only be to 
present the facts of a story but to give additional back-
ground information that may aid the listener in arriving 
at a conclusion. As to whether the newsc.:Jster should 
present his own opinion, there is some question. 
Some newsmen may even agree 1vi th 0. Thomas Franklin 
when he says, "One importc:-.nt function of re.dio nei.Yscasts is 
to set and hold listeners for adjacent programs."l It is 
to be hoped, of course, that these nev1smen (and, in this 
ce,se the Hord· is used re.ther loosely) are a small minority, 
for anyone who has such a lowly evaluation of the profession 
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of news dissemination should find a job to fit his aspirations. 
If this \vere a major objective of the ne,.rsman, it '.vould 
justify many practices odious to reputable news broadcasting. 
One of the clearest and most respectable views of 
newscasting among the auestionnaire replies ,,ms that of the 
Kational Broadcasting Com;Jany, \·Ihich said: 
Our objective in nevls broadcasts is to present 
the neHs as fully anc1 fairly as possible, to e;ive our 
audience an accur2.te account of \'Jhat ha~::;pened and, 
to some extent, \vhat it means. \!fe do not believe 
lo. Thomas Franklin, Broadcasting the ~ (Nel-l York: 
Pageant Press, Inc., n.d.), p. 4o. 
====::===--=· ·'"-~-
a newsman should influence the listener; his job is 
to ~resent the fEcts, irrespective of how they may 
fall."l 
7l:is does not '"'ec,n the.t :'me news:nen .vrill not st<~te i:nformed 
O:;Jinion, but the opinion must be based solidly in fe.cts. 
Aside from striving for objectivity, the newsman is 
faced with the dilemma of oaintainins a balance between the 
often conflicting factors of interest ~nd i3~ort~nce. If 
s news editor were to follow Franklin's philosophy, there 
I'!::Juld be no conflict--anytt:.in,s th:--ct didn't interest the 
listener, no matter how im~ort&nt a matter it dealt with, 
would be eliminated. 
Pc.ul '.ihite pres,cnts 2. less cynic,:,l principle, in Jlella 
. . . g,ny comnetent editor must 
have a social conscience, and he will use some stories which 
16 
he believes will not interest people but which, in his opinion, 
' ld · te e ..... t'-e·" "2 S~lOU lD r S v L. oil. ~Jhite zoss on to 22.y that, on the 
other h2.l1d, stories Hhich Hould be e:.:tre::::;ely interesting to 
tl1e audience often h::;.ve to be set ~'.side because they are 
beyond the limits of cood taste or are potentially damaging 
..t.. • d. . " 1 3 vO ll1 cl VlC!.UP._S • A nevrsman vr:Juld never try to force people 
lLetter from _4rthur ··..r. Eermer, Coorcline.tor, NBC NeHs 
L1forraation Sc:rvices, Ne1-v York, :::arch 22, 1960. 
2~fhi te, p. 175. 
3Ibid. 
.,.;.. 
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to listen to an it en \·lhich should interest them, but :yrobaoly 
11on 't, if he believed, '..rith Fre"nklin, that "most broadcast 
stations are opere..ted for the same basic JJUr>Jose as more 
prosaic businesses: to make a profit."l 
The conflict of interest e.nd i:nporte.nce in ne;,vs i terns 
points to another possibility--adding interest to ne\vs by 
putting excitement into the newscast. This, of course, leads 
to another difficulty. The differentiation between excite-
ment and sensationalism in ne\'fs 'broadcasting is sometimes 
quite nebulous. 
Sensationalism in broadcast news appears to have 
develo:ped to a great ez:tent because the entertainment 
function of radio e:cpanded much more rapidly than did the 
infornational activities. Thus, many of the broadco"st 
pioneers \·rere not satisfied ,,,i th the dull facts that came 
over the nev1s ·Hires; they felt obliged to im~rove on the 
often uninteresting straight nev;s items. This propensity 
was short-lived for the majority of news broadcasters~ 
' 
bec£mse Vlorld Vlar II brought more exciting items and a 
lFranklin, pp. 3-4. 
•• < 
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~)ublic vhict. VTG.s in no mood to be misled.l 
As a matter of fe.ct, if ue were to acce~1t the view 
of :·.a tchell Charnley, we vrould believe that sensationalism 
in news broe.dco.sting has vanished from the air1vays. He assert!\ 
in Nevrs J2:L Radio, that radio nev.rsmen have come to the 
realization that overe:myhasis of sensational angles v'iill 
lead the listener even further astray than his own active 
imae:ination i•Jould e.nd that the listener 11ho }::nows t~e facts 
of a story Hill beEin to distrust everything a newsman says 
if he detects distortions in the story's presentation.2 
;fnether [tll broadce.st newsmen have, indeed, come to 
this realizatio~ is open to considerable doubt. But in 
order to determine the truth or falsity of the 8.ssertion, 
one vrould first have to decide precisely v'rhe.t it is he is 
".'latching for. Must news alvmys be presented in a calm, 
J4atter-of-fact voice to ~ualify as re:yuts.ble? Or is there 
a valid tY"o'e of excitenent vrhich can be injected into a nevm-
cast uithout its being branded as sensational? 
The broadcast organiz&tions contacted in the 
previously mentioned survey agree, in the me~in, that a 
lBrooks, p. 6. 
2Charnley, p. 61. 
• 
• 
• 
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newscast becomes sens2tionsl when items of cri~e and violence 
are e_;;;:-hasized too stronGlY, '~,·;hen story selection or delivsry 
is designed to excite or alarm unnecesse"rily, or \Then the 
ne· •. ;s sho\v is c:,imed at stirring oasily e.roused emotions. 
Perhaps best st~ted is the opinion of Dr. I. Keith Tyler, 
Director of the Institute for Education by Radio-Television: 
11Sense"tione.lisrn -;-;ould consist, I think, of playing up 
bizarre Lspects of ne1HS r.::.ther th2.n im~Jort~o.nt ones e.nd 
ic::lying sir;nifice.nce and im·~Jortance to events not meriting 
such tree.toent. 111 
The groups don't com~Jletely agree, hmvever, on 
vlhether the manner of n.evrs delivery shou.ld be calm or 
urgent. If the presentation were tal-:en to either extreme, 
the result would, in all likelihood, be undesirable. No 
one wants to listen to a lifeless speaker. On the other 
h2..nd, it is annoying to be subject to continue"l fEJst-paced 
hysterics; and it c::m be more than 2. sim-~·le annoyance--stories 
can be distorted by coimilunics.tors overze2.lous for the 
excitins preseDtation. Some1-vhere bet'~deen these extremes is 
a lively, intere~ting ne-vTscccst, 't!hich does not rely on 
gi:c:c:~icks or be.seness for its interest. 
lLetter from Dr. I. Keith Tyler, Director, Institute 
for Educc,tion by Rc.C:.io-Television, Colu:nbus, Ohio, March 22, 
1960 • 
-~ -~- ·~-=...:-~,:;;;;~:-~~·. ::. ~-"~.·;;;~.~ :::::::=;-:-·::...:_-- ,:::.~.~~7.::~:-=..:;;-.~. ,· ~ ·-.. !1 ":-::::;-;:-~ """: -~.--::,-_.-:::_ :.: --: 
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Life can be injected into a newscast by more than one 
means. It is not necessary to emit a rebel yell to bring 
a listening audience to e.ttention. Excitement ce.n be added 
to a ne\<ts sho"H by raised tone and fast pace, to be sure, but 
it can also come from more active viriting, use of more than 
one voice, on-the-scene reports, taped inserts, and similar 
factors. If these elements are used with propriety, used 
only when they are e.bsolutely al;propriate, they can 8.dd a 
certain amount of drive to a nmvscast e,nd still not take it 
to the border of sensationalism. 
The Federal Communications Commission has not had a 
great deal to sc"y in the area of nev-rs broadcs.sting, and the 
stD,tements it has made have been quite 1::asic and general. 
It \vas mentioned in the previous cha}Jter that broadcasters 
have been admonished to be unbiased in re0orting controversy. 
The Commission has also stated that it is better for a 
ste.tion to have a full-time ed1 tor in its employl and 
that ne:ls g2,thered by a st2"tion 1 s oi·m ste,ff is ;:;referred 
over that ga tl.J.ered by a.n affiliated news•)aper. 2 Thus, the 
1KVn'X Broadc2,sting Co., 11 RR 365, 1954. 
2oregon Television Inc., 9 RR 1401, 1954. 
'-·==,=c:.=·co.~'"''"=-~::.-::c:c.. .. ,--""-·-·-c.·=-t " 
FCC has demonstre"ted a belief that the com~')osition of a 
broadc.s.sting station 1 s ne'i'lS staff exerts an influence on 
the service \vhich can be rendered to the public. 
The staff and facilities, aside from reflecting a 
broadcaster's philosophy and o9erating policy, also indicate 
v·rhat kind of nevvsce.st the listener can expect from the 
ste.tion. These elements disclose the station's approach 
to ne\'rs. 
All broe.dcasting stations must find vmys to compete 
in e. highly com}:;eti tive business; if they lack something 
in one area, they must compensate for the deficiency by 
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emphasizing another. Thus, vlhen a small radio station depends 
on the disc jockey on duty to do nev1scasts from a news 
printer, the resulting shows \vill be extremely dull unless 
they are slanted toward the sensational or are sprinkled 
ui th noisy Gimmicks. Usua,lly, then, the nei'lS sho'iv will 
begin vli th futuristic sounds or police sirens and presump-
tious state;-nents such as: 11 From around the nation, the 
;vorld, and the universe, ne'ivS pours into the 
communications center, etc. 11 
About the only thing the noisemakers ho.ven't cle.imed 
yet is divinely inspired news from behind the Pearly Gates. 
The materie.l presented most often e.bounds in crime and 
violence, and only the Eost exciting national and 
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international stories are featured. Filter microphones may 
be employed, and datelines are often spoken excitedly. The 
low bud3et television station often vvill make u-p its 
deficit by e::JlJloying a "nevlsmanu \'lith a strc;mg personality 
e.nd more audience sense (or shoHmB.nship) than ne·Hs sense. 
The netl·lOrl;;:s, 1·.ri th their uorld-vride reporting teams, 
are, of course, much Bore sedate e.ncl e;i ve an infinitely 
better picture of the \Wrlcl ha:;Jpenings than do small 
indelJendents. Their me.in drm·tback \WUld seem to be the 
fact that news must be presented to an extremely hetero-
geneous national :omdience. :Hany tines local ne1·m suffers 
because most netvlorl\: stations de-:oend. to a large extent on 
the netv;ork for nevrs, and the. local ne1m staff is quite 
sEmll. Quite often the local ne\vscasts are done by an 
announcer Hho denends almost entirely on 'Hire service copy 
and an inherent talent for reading. 
The large inde!Jendent \·rith a r;trong and active local 
ne1·rs staff can, naturally, do e, better job of re1')0rting the 
happenings of the local cocmunity. It is handicapped on 
national and international ne1-rs just as much as the network 
is on local i terns--they both must de~~ end on a ne1vs printer 
in many cases. A good compromise might be affiliation with 
a netllorl;;: for nei·ls feeds only. This is not imrJossible in 
r~dio any more, but it is not a very widespree,d practice. 
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The next best couree vrould seem to be a subscription to a. 
ne1.;s service, either independent or group-opere. ted, coupled 
\vith asressive local reporting. 
In television the situation is somewhat eimilar but 
not exactly the sP.me. Af:f'iliates of two of the ne.tional 
networks (CBS and NBC) receive reasonably complete national 
and international news services; the third national television 
net\vor:::~ at present runs a poor third. Non-affiliated 
television stations cannot affillate only for news feeds, 
and most often they depend on wire service film, facsimile, 
and copy for other than local happenings. 
This consideration of the general aspects of news 
broadcasting could be sum~nari zed as follows. Although news 
criteria transcend the coumunications media, there are 
differences inherent in presentation on these media. From 
these differences, broacc2.sters emerge with at least two 
distinct advantages--immediacy anc1 the dramatic impact 
intrinsic in an inti~ate delivery. Althouch neither of the 
broaG.cast media has fully capitalized on its advantages, 
radio broadc2.sters have made considerably :£11ore progress 
than television. Television seems to be a bit too inflexible 
to take full advanta5e of its potential in the aree. of news 
at present. 
~~ ~ ., ~=:-:;:;. "";:·.:: _-:.~..::;:.-- __ - -· ·~ . ~-. ···~-< ___ , .. '" 
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The possibilities inherent in broadcast news presenta-
tion offer concomitant responsibilities. Broadcast newsmen 
must be even more careful than newspaper and magazine 
reporters to be objective, to present important as well as 
interesting stories, and to avoid sensationalizing the news. 
Sensationalism first came to news broadcasting 
because the entertainment aspects of radio preceded the 
information functions. The worst practices were stopped 
by the Second World War; some less offensive, but none the 
less degrading, habits are kept alive by small-minded, 
tight-fisted broadcasters. 
Today sensa.tionalism would seem to consist of empha-
sizing crime and violence, using an overabundance of gim-
micks, and playing up bizarre aspects of the news. Stations 
with haphazard news operations often have to rely on these 
practices in order to co::npete for a,n audience. 
Somewhere beti'leen lifeless and sensational newscasts 
is a show with a valid brand of excitement or interest; 
excitement in a newscast does not necessarily imply 
sensationalism. This interest can be injected into the ne'\'lS 
by more lively Y.Tri ting, on-the-scene reports, taped inserts, 
and similar factors used with propriety. 
I'ART II 
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CHAPTER IV. 
WESTINGHOUSE NE'rlS A.l\JD PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
The basic philosophy of the Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Co:w.pany does not seem to have changed much over the years. 
As early as 1948, when the group ,,.;e.s called 'vestinghouse 
Radio Stations, Inc., it stated that: 
Each Westinghouse station is • • • a local 
station ••• active and respected as a 'citizen' 
of its particular co:mi1Unity. Station managers are 
given •;Tide latitude in admtnistre.tion and each is 
charged with the responsibliltiy of providing best 
possible service to his ovm coverage areas .1 
This responsibility was not to be taken lightly, for, 
as the publication goes on to say, 'there is a "su~erior 
perform<:mce expected of all things Westinghouse. "2 There 
was, of course, the added factor that 11programe must be 
sold • • to insure continuing operation • · • • at a profit. 11 3 
There is no reason to believe the co:w.nany attitude 
had changed greatly in the years prior to 1948. There is, 
however, a difference in the i:n}Jlementation of this 
philosophy. In 1948 the deecription of the news operation, 
vihic:h is listed as a poor second to the entert2~inment func-
tion of the stations, is as follm·rs: 
lwesti~house Radio Stations, Inc., 1948lP• 20~ 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
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Westinghouse news coverage, as fine as can be 
found, includes loce~l, natiom~.l and vTOrld events. 
High-spced au tome. tic nevls printers of the leading 
i'lire services are loce"ted in each station. Comr,etent 
staffs edit this continuing flo\v of copy e.nd e..ugment 
it with local news. At several stations loc~l news-
papers cooper&te to make possible even more thorough 
coverage.l 
A description such as this, by todsy's standards, 
would be weak, to say the lea~t. The first sentence should 
be unnecese,ary; it \Wuld be an extreme case if a station 
were to omit any of the three nevis regions regularly from 
tl-:eir newscs.sts. Furthermore, nev.rs '::Jrinters 9"re e. necessity 
in any ty~e of broadcast news ooeration; this looks a great 
deal like "puffing. n It is doubtful thB.t t':le loce.l staffs 
did very much in the way of local nevm, because the stations 
vlere l~EC affiliates and most of their ne\,lS c2";:;1e from the 
netuor1rs. And if 2nyone is familiar vri th tl':e type of "co-
opers"tion 11 a broadce~sting stetion [Eets from e. nei·ISDG.per, 
probably even more ~·jronounced in t:·"ose chys, he v!Ould doubt 
the value of the last sentence. Today's description of the 
\·festingl-:ouse nevrs oDera tion 1-TOuld include such things as 
:T10bile units, roving reporters, editorial rese3rchers, and 
news bureaus in Washington and Eurone. 
====='" -····· .. ··--- .. 
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A chart of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company's 
organizational structure is included in Appendix A. One of 
the basic questions which should be answered in an examination 
of a company such as WBC is: where does the control lie? If 
the ultimate control over a broadcasting company is held by 
II 
'! a manufacturing organization, the type of connection between 
I 
1 
!I lj 
the concerns and the manner in which the connection is used 
by the parent company would be of vital importance to an 
analysis of the broadcasting subsidiary's operations. I 
As the organization chart shows, WBC is under the ulti-
mate supervision of a Westinghouse Electric vice president. 
But ~he present vice president, E. V. Huggins, denies tba t 
the control is dictatorial. Huggins affirms that the Corpor-
ation wants "to recover a reasonable return on !J.tiJ invest-
ment ••• nl But, he goes on to assert that Westinghouse 
Electric believes "that the association of the Westinghouse 
name with ••• stations which meet the desires and needs of 
the people ••• reflects credit upon its reputation ••• n2 
Thus, specific progrenming policies are not the concern of 
WEC. Recommendations of a general nature usually eminate 
from President McGannon's office and are transmitted down 
the chain-of-command shown in the previously mentioned chart. 
1Television Magazine, February, 1960, P• 54. 
2!E!£., pp. 54-55. I I 
I 
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The change in implementation of national objectives 
began around 1954 when the top management of the broadcasting 
division of Westinghouse Electric was reshuffled. Chris Witt-
ing was named president of Westinghouse Broadcasting, and he 
set out to build an image of social responsibility for the 
group. He was followed into the company by Richard Pack (now 
vice president in charge of programming), Donald McGannon 
(now WBC president), and William Kaland (now national program 
manager). As the management was image building, it was also 
very actively expanding the company's broadcasting facilities;: 
the full quota of high frequency television stations was 
added to WBC 1 s radio stations.1 
When McGannon became president of the expanding oper-
ation in November of 1955, the company began striving to 
live up to the image it had been working on for some time. 
Local news took on added importance for the group, and 
friction mounted between the National Broadcasting Company 
and the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company. Ironically, it 
was a research project commissioned by NBC which was a.major 
1The Federal Communications Commission permits no one 
to control more than five very high frequency television 
stations and seven am radio stations. Westinghouse paid the 
highest price ever paid for a television property when it 
purchased WDTV, now KDKA-TV, in Pittsburgh for $9,750,000 
from DuHont in December of 1954. 
consideration in the VJ'estinghouse decision to disrtffilie.te 
from t"Qa t netv;ork in 1956. 1 
The Buree.:u of Ap-qlied Research at Columbia University 
did a study for ~me in november of 1954 'ltlhich indicated 
that radio listeners didn't select programs as they had in 
the past, but turned on r::~ radio station, one lvhich suited 
them <:~s a coinpanion, and let it so all day. In trying to 
achieve the kind of companion image it felt the peonle 
wanted, Westinghouse faced net,vork periods Hhich didn 1 t fit 
their conce"!.)t at all. There ivas 2~ tug-of-vmr bet-v,.reen NBC 
e.nd \'TBC 'Hhich ended \·ri th the dis8.i'filiation of the \vesting-
house stations from the networlc in July of 1956. This, 
of course, refers only to the r<>.dio ste.tions; the vlEC tele-
vision stations are affiliated with all three national 
television net'ilorks. 
This disaffiliation was no small step for the radio 
ste.tions. Larger sta,ffs '.vere needed and better ideas had 
to come out of those staff's if the com1;.sny was to com:9ete 
in 1 ts ne1·1 status. The ne\vs e.nd ';ublic affairs staffs have 
been quintupled or sextu·Dled in the yee.rs since 1956.2 
lBroadcasting-Telecasting, November 26, 1956, p.35. 
2rnterview with Chet Collier, Executive Producer, \VBC, 
Ne'rl York, January 4, 1960. 
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To encourage these perso~~el to strive to im~rove 
their public service efforts, the national headcuarters 
scheduled a conference on local ~wblic service progra:m.:-:1ing 
to meet in Boston in February, 1957. The meeting \vas planned 
at first as exclusively for 1tlestingr:ouse employees, but, as 
the pre-~:-;.are.tions progressed it \·las decided to invite other 
broe.dce.sters .1 By the time it :net, the conference had turned 
into a forum for broadce,sters e.nC. educators, v,ri th about 200 
participants.2 This first nationwide conference for the 
improvement of public service programming was highly praised 
by political leaders and educators alike. 
The conference brought Westinghouse to the front line 
of broadcasters interested in public service programs. For 
orge.nizing such a meeting, vTestinghouse v:as given an unpre-
cedented honor by the Institute for Education by Radio-Tele-
vision. Dr. I. Keith Tyler, IERT Director, awarded the 
company a citation for an "outstanding contribution to the 
advancement of edu.cation and public service broadcasting • . . 
The Boston conference also helped the com:;e.ny to l·rin a George 
lBroadcasting-Telecastil~, January 21, 1957, p. 102. 
2Ibid., Me..rch 4, 1957, p. 69 
3rbid., ~-!ay 13, 1957, :.o. 102. 
"3 
Foster Peabody Award for "meritorious and distinguished 
public service. ul 
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The meeting was such a success that Westinghouse held 
subsequent public service conferences in Baltimore in March 
of 1958 and in San Francisco in September of 1959. The forum 
has continued to grow, and by 1959 three-hundred-fifty guests 
participated. 
During the same period the Company realized that in 
order to provide national news of a caliber equal to its 
local news, it had to do more tban rip it from a news wire. 
For this reason a news bureau was established in Washington, 
D.c. by Rod MacLeish under the supervision of Richard Pack. 
The bureau began operations early in 1957. 
A little over two years later, MacLeish left the wash-
ington Bureau in the hands of Jim Snyder and went to Europe. 
With six other foreign correspondents, he launched the West-
inghouse European News Bureau in September, 1959. This 
bureau will require a great deal of time and effort before 
it is firmly established; its possibilities cannot really 
be judged at this time. 
But when the disaffiliation occurred, these bureaus 
were not even in existence and the public service conferences 
1
westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc., "The 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, tt New York, n.d., p.3. 
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had not yet been held. The programming departme!lt ce.me out 
·Hith its analysis of the itlBC strong points in the house 
organ, uProe;ram Cues, 11 shortly after the stations became 
independent. In discussing the e.dvcmtages of itffiC over its 
cowpeti tors, the department asserted that \vestinghouse had 
better music, better talent, and better neivs; WBC news was 
not ne1·rs ripped and read from a news printer. The analysis 
vlent on to say: 
Most of them (other independents) don 1 t edit 
the news, nor localize enough--and more important, 
they don't have the enterprise, the creativeness or 
the staffs to go out on the tmm and cover the news. 
And our stations do! The 1"ffiC music and ne1vsstations 
vrill genuinely be ~ stations--the top nev<s stations! 
We already he.ve developed aggressive, resourceful 
news managers, \vri ters and reporters \·iho are ne1·1sy, 
nimble and resourceful; now, as independents, ''ie have 
the advanta.r::se, too, of on-the-hour regularity. The 
\ffiC ste.t ion ne1·mmen c.re tr<dned to go out e.nd get 
the story .Q.g-the-scene vlherever possible '."ith tac::e, 
or from the actual yeo.,Jle Hho make the ne\V'S by beeper. 
There uill be more of the se..me, as 11e add nevr 'Roving 
Reporters' and new mobile units.l 
This aggressive and optimistic statement, made to 
the programming employees of \VBC sounds as though the national 
managenent is entirely satisfied with the news operations 
of the group's ste.tions. But it should be remew.bered that 
the analysis is a pep talk to the local ~anagers more than 
anything. National headquarters '~:m.s actually quite concerned 
1\·/estinghouse Broac_castins Com:;::a.ny, Inc., "Program 
Cues," Vol. III, Eo. 1 (June-July, 1956), p. 2. 
about the news operations. 
The Ne1·1 York office knew '''!'~ere its strength lay • In 
a r:.1emo to Done.lc1 EcGannon and t:-le Executive Hanagement Com-
mi ttee, the program::ling departrr:ent said: "One of our 
zreatest 2.SSGtS age.inst (the COli::;eti tion) is the fact that 
t~rough better staffs and ~obile units, we csn do the news 
·with oore flair and e~citement--and above all, do a better 
LOCAL ne·.vs job. "1 But the headque.rters also '~ne1,r the.t the 
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stations were not as quick as they could be in putting these 
assets to Dork. Good re~orters were being hired, and the 
ne.tional J:Janagement, refrc.ining froEJ actue.lly forcing the 
local directors to buy mobile units c::'nd -;JUt a valid bre.nd 
of excitement in their newscasts, besan a long process of 
convincing the,t, in tile long run, these actions vrould riwre 
than pay for thernselves.2 
But it ,,ras not nece ess.ry to convince the local station 
managers of the worth of the national philosophy of Wes-
tlnghouse Broadcasting. For the most part, the sentiments 
of the company, as ex}-:>ressed in the nntlonal :policy manual, 
are quite idealistic. 
li'ffiC Proe;ram;:llng Departn.:ent, Prograrmninf in Revievl: 
1956, L.1er.1o to :t:1r. Don NcGannon and Executive Mane.gement 
Com~ittee, January 3, 1957, pp. 2-3. 
\'1/BC still follovts e. policy of local autonomy out of a 
respect of local differences .1 The natione.l policy canual 
ce.lls for good ta2.te in progra~nn:ing, a be.lence of programs, 
an e:;;:ter:si ve number of public service offerings, and par-
tici}JC.tion by tr.e local me.nage:::cent in civic affairs. 2 
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Edi torie.lization is forbidden on nevrscasts--ei ther cxylici tly 
or i:n[llici tly, by slanting--as is the use of e.dvertising 
that ·-mr-f)orts to be neivs. 3 
Even in directives concerning dealings '\'lith advertisers4 
and the business aspects of the local manager's duties,5 
tr:.e ma.nuE;l stresses th::-,t the cornnr~ny is in the business of 
serving t:~Le public. A major -c)art of this service is news 
program;:aing. The manual calls for frequent nevJScasts which 
are to be presented ivi t:C~ exci te:1ent but not anything bordering 
lThis is not to s.'?.y that tl'le n.s,.tione.l office has no 
pouer over the local ste,tion; the Ne''' York executives often 
go to the stations to appraise the operation and programming. 
But a great many decisions in the specific iwplementation 
of the national philosophies are left to the loca.l manager, 
1tlho is suc:rposed to know the local situation best. 
2\'lestinghouse Broadcast in~~ Comr:;any, Inc., Operating 
Policies l-1anua1, Xane.so:-::ent, n. ·a., p. 7. 
3Ibid., p. 8. 
4 Ibid., p. 17. 
5Ibid., p. 15. 
• 
on sensation~lism.l The book goes on to st~te that the 
Westing~cuse Ero~dc~2t~ns Co~~any is prepared to snend money 
in order to provide top-re.te, a:~gresEive ne',·lS.2 And a com-
pany does not speak in this manner unless it is, indeed, 
concerned vri th su.ch e.n obllga tion. 
In the area of editorialization, it was mentioned 
t~et the news de~art~ert is to avoid expressing an opinion 
explicitly or i~~licitly, by slanting. This is not to say 
that Westing~ouse stations will not editorialize; on the 
contr8ry the nationt:o.l me.na,::ement deeDs it a duty of the 
local rnanage~ent to express opinions on important matters, 
as long o.s the vie1·rs o.rE' not se:1s2tionel, selfish, unf'c.ir, 
or too :>ersons_l.3 r:l:'l.G.t it docs 11ean is that ne';!S 2-nd 
ec.itoris~lization s:1e.ll be hc~ndled by tHo entirely sepo.rate 
e:1ti ties. ::o influence exce~Jt the ·~Jt.1blic interest is 
su: posed to toucl:. t:C:te loc2.1 nelrs de~x:trtr.1ents. 
Referring to ·_-,1Jb1ic service }H"'oe;rar~ming, the n2.tional 
!.:lane.gement stresses more tl12n once in the policy Df:U1ual 
libid., Progre_rc1!:2ing, ~p. 2-3 
2Ibid. 
)Ibid., }Jp~6-7. 
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imposed on them by their application renreeente.tions to the 
FederB.l Communice.tions Commission, will not only be met but 
ilill be exceeded.. And the com<,any goes on to sts.te that 
the progr::cns vrill not be judged by their cuanti ty alone; 
quality is just as i:n~)ortant a considers.tion and,) in :we.ny 
case~ is more important. 
The local managers are directed to bring public 
service :proe;ramm.ing out of its lo1.'lly ~;lace and ~out enough 
shmqmanship into it to mal{e it compete Hi th good entertain-
:-nent shows. This sentiment Has underscored in a memo from 
\ 
WBC President l\IcGa:-:non to all local stc:.tions late in 1959.1 
The memo raises the quantitative requirements even higher 
than they had been and encourages the local staffs to con-
tinue to strive to iHmrove public service quality. 
The executives of the Vlesti:nghouse Broadcasting Com-
pany are, in the main, satisfied ·Hith the type of service 
they are currently rendering to the public. \•lhat they :.:tim 
for is more of the same. This is especially true in the 
·l'lBC radio progrc~n:ming. \vestine;house 1mnts to continue to 
ex~)and its ne'ltrs o~')erations, develop the bureau operetions, 
and revive documentary broadcasting. The basic music and 
37 
1Letter from Donald :r'rcGar1non, President, Westinghouse 
Broadc2.sting Company, December 22, 1959. 
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nevls format, ,.,i th the emphasis on news, is seen by the 
national office as quite adequate. 
In television the feeling is some\vhat similar; the 
co~pany \mnts to expand the nevlS operations e"nd do r::ore and 
bettEr nevrs progre"mming throughout the day. But in tele-
v:·c.sion the company's main concern seems to be in the tech-
ljological development of the medium. Progn;,;nming Vice Presi-
(.3nt Richard Pack says tl1.at until television broac1cG.sting 
achieves insts.ntaneous interns"tione..l pick-ups Ecnd small, 
mobile videotaping equi::Hnent, the medium V!ill be sorely 
handicapped.l 
The concern of the n2.tional office 'Hi th public affairs 
prograrc;ing ~as gro\m since 1954. One of the results of 
this concern is the am1ual local public ser-vice conference. 
Another effect he.s been the estab1isbment of the "Lamp of 
Knoi'lleclge 11 project. Originated by :ar. Pack, this is c.n 
attempt by i•Testingt_ouse ste.tions to 3-.rouse ~;ublic interest 
in: 1) krrerica's need for scientists; 2) the government; 
3) prob1ern.s of education; 4) mental health; 5) safety; and 
6) comLmnity problems. These areas cl-::.anse fro:n tiae to time, 
but the bnsic concept does not. 'rlestingitouse hopes that 
lrntervievi Hith Richard Pack, Progra;r;;-,Jing Vice Presi-
dent, \TBC, Jcmuary 6, 1960. 
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programs on such topics as these will help to build the 
image they are seeking-- that of a respected citizen oft he 
station 1 s community. 
This drive is cited nicely in the current WBC slogan: 
"Broadcasting is most effective on stations that have earned 
the respect and confidence of the communi ties they serve. n 
This slogan is not something the company chants to itself• 
Twenty-three half-page advertisements were placed in the 
April 11th issue of Broadcasting by WBC to illustrate the 
point. Along with the slcgan were examples from every West-
inghouse radio and television station of the projects they 
had presented to improve their communities. 1 The examples 
ranged from a crusade against pornography (WBZ-WBZA) to the 
understanding of the religious principles of beatniks (KPIX), 
but they all had in common the fact that they dealt with what 
the local WBC management believed to be an area of concern 
to its community. 
This local orientation points to another facet of 
the westinghouse operation--the difference between the 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company and the national networks. 
With news bureaus in Washington and Europe it would seem 
that the company is trying to rival network coverage. But 
1Broadcasting, April 11, 1960, pp. 66-88. 
-- :: 
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\vl1en asked to cite the sbJilari ties between '\VBC and the net-
i·lOrks, the ne.tional executives say unequivocally that there 
are none. 
In order to do a.n interna tione,l job of re>:.:orting, a 
large staff is needed. For example, when CBS Kews set out 
to cover the 1959 visits of Khrue.hchev cU?-d Eisen~~oi•.'er, they 
put 275 men in the field; these men tr2.velled 275,000 san-
miles and edited 117,000 feet of film and 443,000 feet of 
videotB:pe. On September 18th alone, sixty members of CBS 
Ne1·rs ·Here \ve,tching Krushchev make speeches vJ'hile another 
t\Jenty-five ':rere on their vmy to his next 
l'lestinc;t.ouse could not fight coc::;eti tion of that 
:::12.gni tude on it~ mn1 ground. To try to re~)ort the happeninss 
of the entire i·JOrld ':lith a handful of men '.rould be a bit 
quixotic. But they had to find some way to comoete, so they 
looked for o..n e.rea the networl::s could not ade0_uately cover. 
The netvwrks, by their very nature, have to limit themselves 
to news that will be of interest to vast national audiences. 
~'lBC decided its best e.sset in this area ·Hould be an e..ggressi ve 
job of re-porting local he.~~;penings and the local anr;les of 
national stories. 
--~~~-~r 
I 
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The 'llashington Bureau. vras estc:tblished, then, to pro-
vide ::ore thorough coverage of ne,tional ne"~:Ts than the wire 
services could furnish and, especially, to emphasize the 
ne\·IS that we.s most important to the vmc com;·,mni ties. It 
-vrould be foolish, of course, if v-mr v-;ere declared on the 
United States to sc.y, 11 i'n.J.at's the Boston ane:le? 11 But aside 
from rel::orting the stories of general interest, the bureau 
e.ttem:r)ts to inform the local communities of the events that 
will be of special interest to them. 
An exam:yle of this local e;:;phasis could be seen in 
the covernge of a ~:.~teel strike by the Hashington Bureau. 
The stril~e slovls business considerably and is, therefore, 
of ne.tional i:crrporte.nce• Us.us.lly after e. short ti:ne the 
national govern2ent becomes involved. If steel industry 
represente.tives from Jaber £:.nd manageLJ.ent were to meet in 
\vashington, the bureau vrould send the nevrs to e.ll WBC 
stations. Then special re-rJorts ~-:ould be sent to Pittsburgh 
e.nd other steel centers "~.'rhich nre ~nore seriously affected 
than the ne.tion-e.t-large. 
The testimony of Dave Beck, ex-president of the 
Teamsters Union, before a Congressional committee offers 
another exarJple. The hearing is of genera.l interest and 
\·rould be reqorted to all the iiesting;·,ouse stations. But 
it is of a great deal more interest to KEX listerners (vffiC, 
-~·-- --~ 
Portland, Oregon), because Beck is a neighbor of theirs. 
Portland would receive much more intensive coverage of the 
hearings than would other Westinghouse communities. 
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This type of local emphasis does not apply to the 
European Bureau in the same manner as it does to the 
Washington Bureau. In one way the European Bureau is an 
extension of the local station's staff, because the corres-
pondent is identified as the station's representative and not 
the Westinghouse representative. But as the reporters move 
farther and farther from the local community, it becomes 
that much more difficult and costly to apply the strictly 
local orientation to all stories. As was previously stated, 
the function of the European Bureau cannot be precisely 
delineated at this time, but it was established in an 
attempt to provide better and more individual $ervice in 
news to the Westinghouse communities. 
The latest news programming concept that the National 
Headquarters is trying to promote is the so-called "vertical 
news concept" of William Kaland. This involves more depth-
of-coverage for the major local stories. The station's news 
director determines early each day what the day's top news 
item seems to be and sets about covering itfrom every 
direction he can imagine. If put into practice by the local 
managers, this would probably require the hiring of more 
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person."lel, because, in most ce.ees, one man 'r:ould be occupied 
mucl:_ of the d<O<:r ;·.'i th the same E'tory. 
The e~phasis vhich Westing~ouse has nlaced on becoming 
e. respected citize11 of the co.~~:rnunities v,_r}-_:_iC}J_ it se1 .. ves he .. s 
had positive results for t~e Com)any. Its share of audience 
and advertisins billin5s has increased year-by-year since 
the decision to disaffiliate from the Network was made.l 
It hao o.lso brought a most favorr:vble reaction from tr:_e :::ublic, 
rc.cUo-tv critics, organizetions intere eted in broadcastins, 
other bro.s~dcasters, 0-nd gov-:::rn";::ent offici2-ls. It is a long-
ter;r, project '.{:Tich seens to cost rnoney, 'but, viewed in the 
perspective of ti~e, returns much more than it takes. 
ID1en asked if the economic motivation is not the con-
trolling factor in this philosophy~ince the Comn~ny is in 
business, after,all, to make money and ~oes a tremendous 
amount of s::lf-:t)romotion 'Hhen it e.tte:npts to serve the 
executives ~dsit that money 
is 8. considsr2.tion. But they go on to say, vri th 1;fillic.m 
-rr..,l.,nd flm·he buci"~A"'Sman 
.t\.c ........ ,_. . I .J..;..,. ~.,.,.~ .L.!... ..... ~ • h.as "\·rell o.s a purse. 
Pri<ie is A.n importe.nt factor in r.ll our efforts. u2 
1Television Har:-:c..zine, February, 1960, p. 53. 
,..., 
.:::Interviev.r 1'11 th Vlilli2.m Kalex;d, Ee.t..ional Progrc.m 
~.:e-ns.ger, WBC, :r::revl ~::o::ek, Januar-y 6, 1960. 
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In sumznary, let us es.y that the ivestingl::.ouse Broad-
casting Cor:1pany has been concerned vli th serving the public 
for r:12.ny years. But the company has clone little more than 
tall: until com:oarc.ti vely recently. lrli th the top management 
shift in the mid-1950's, vmc began to emerge as one of the 
leaders in the broe,dce.stins industry in the 2.ree.s of ~)ublic 
service and nevrs progra::1ming. 
The nEtional headquarters developed an ime.ge of socie.l 
responsibility and prestige for the group and then tried to 
fulfill its stated oblir:;ations. The first move \'laS an ex-
pansion drive villich brousht the company near its full quota 
of broadcast fEtcilities. rersonnel l:?re added to !n2.l:e the 
exJe.nsion more than just e. physicc,l thing. 
In trying to encourage the new (and old) employees 
to irm::rove their ~;ublic service ef'forts, the natione.l office 
a.rransed 2. conference on the subject vr?:_ich became an 
industry-\..ride forum of broadcasters and ec~ucators. This 
first meeting was an outstanding success end has become 
an arm.ual event, larger eo.ch year. To direct the ~roc local 
public service activities the l\:Gi,T York office launched the 
"La::np of Knm-rledge 11 project, aiming to apprise the populace 
of o.rc2..s u:!::.ich sould be t11e eubJect of sooe thoughtful 
consideration. 
After a short ti::1e vri thout net·~:,rorl<:: ne1·rs service, 
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folloHins the rac1 io stations' disaffilic:.tion from NBC, 
Westinghouse realized it rrust broaden and generally im~rove 
its ne,:rs progrB.;:;J.ming in order to compete. For this ree.son 
ne1·.rs bureaus \vere cstt:1.blished in Tlfashington e.nd London. 
These bureaus e.re not trying to beat the netvmrks at their 
m·m game tut are e.ttempting to provide ne\·Is coverage 1:rith 
individuality 2.nd a different personality or image. 
The ~ffiC ne.tional policy manue.l 1JUts ide2-.listic, but 
not unattainable, goals before the local ste.tions, vlhich 
still retain a considerable measure of local autonomy in 
specifics but not in over-all operc.ti!lg philosophy. The 
ne.tions.l office c:.c .. mi ts that money is a.n influencing factor 
in F.ll activities in the business lvorld but denies that it 
is the controlling consideration. 
CHAPTER V 
THE PLACE OF THE LOCAL STATION 
The Westinghouse Broadcasting Comp1.ny has highly 
credi tc.ble aims and ideals. But the proof of their appli-
cation lies at the local level. Sines each station operates 
as a semi-autonomous entity, the loce.l management must be-
lieve in the national philosophy and do everything possible 
to follow through on it. Othe~·Tise, ti:1e ns.tional directives 
vrill be nothing more than meaningless or, worse yet, hypo-
critical lip service to the pubJ ~-c lnterest. 
In Boston, where WBC owns !lld:operates ~iBZ-,'ffiZA and 
\1BZ-TV, the local mane.gement hastens to say that it is in 
co:::1plete agreement \vith the n:ltional philosophy, and that, 
in most cases, the policy directives have been implemented. 
}:Ir. ~!el Bailey, '\'JBZ-WBZA Program Director, believes, 
as does WBC Headque.rters, that public affairs and public 
service programming are synonymous .1 But i'lhat he ·means in 
actuality is that they are both handled by the public affairs 
director or, rather, they Nould be mane.ged by the head of 
NBZ public affairs if itf.BZ had one. The station does not 
employ anyone to direct t~1is progr2.r:ru:ing; it is supervised 
by Bailey, personally, uith assistance from WBZ News Director 
1Interviei1 vlith r-Iel Be.iley, Program Director, WBZ-WBZA, 
Boston, April 8, 1960. 
-46-
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Jerry Ll:mday and the rs.dio directors •1 
i-lr. Bailey claims, v.rhen he spe~tks e.t t:ore length 
on the subject, that, in his OTJinion, public service broad-
cc.sting s?~ould include relir:;ious, educational, and other 
types of progrB.mming, \·rhereas :t;nJ.blic e.:Cfairs \vould be limited 
·a t~ ~ a· 2 to those events 'Hhich happen outs~ e ~~e s l.IU J.os. This 
rather tenuous distinction, however, vlould mean little 
because a public affairs director V>rould be responsible for 
everything relating to public service, excepting ne'I.·Ts. 
'mz believes it achieves :ood t2.ste in its programming 
by maints.ining a eood music anC. ne'\'Js format, \·rhich includes 
a number of public service features. The on-air personalities 
are not eu::posed to become overly excited; the music consists 
of standard as \vell e.s top-forty tunes; 2.nd the :presentation 
of ne·1,TS is intended to be lively but not sensational. For 
the most r_)e.r•t, these e.ims vrould seem to be fulfilled. After 
extensive listening, the only exceptions one can find are 
an occe.sional huckster-ty~;e, he.rd-sell co:n~::ercial and some 
raucous rock and roll.3 
The VffiZ manae:;ement strives for G, balance in programming 
libid. 
2Ibid. 
3An exa:Lnle of the co:uJercial \'laS heard at 9:36 a.m. 
on ~ay 1, 1960.~ It was an extremely loud and fast piece 
for R;.;,ymond' s Fur Stora0e. 
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by ~)resenting "Program PH" for ti·To hours, five nights c:t 
I·Jeek, frequent neuscr.sts, and educe~tione .. l and rclir.:;ious 
fe2.tures on ':reck ends. 11 Pr-1 11 includes many lit;ht segments 
but also co:1.te.ins such things as u~.JevrsmeJ(ers, 11 on v1hich 
Vice President Nixon and me.ny other high officials have 
a:.:·~·-eared and have been questionecl by ne1·mmen. "r~evTsmal(ers 11 
is c;. fine exa::r9le of radio j ourne,lism and hc.s been credited 
many ti;:1es by the Boston nci·-rs~'Ja}Jers (and by the National 
Broadcr:.sting ConF·any at leac,t once--for the l·Tixon sho'..r) \'lith 
cree.tins nevs stories. 11 Progre.m E·~" is me.de up of many 
other sec:uents v1hich cou.ld not be clG.f' sified as public affairs 
but couJ.d be called entertaining IJUblic service, e.g. "Be-
hind the \'lord, 11 and features by Dr. Bergan Eve.ns. 
The ban against eeitorializi~g on newscasts is follbwed 
strictly by ilBZ. The station c.oes eeitorie.lize on i;nrortc:mt 
loc2,l uatters, but these broc.clcasts e.re conFletely se};-;o.rated 
fro:;:'l the no'..rs slots. Editorials are -~·rri tten by a man ,,rho 
1ms hired specifically for thc.t r:ur~Jose. The Hri ter •:Jorks 
with t~e manage~ent in radio and television an& is in no 
'"'"'·Y com1ected Hi th the ne' .. rs I>ersonnel. The editorials are 
presented in rac3.io by Paul G. O':F'riel, WBZ Genere.l Ic:::anager, 
and t·hey are aired c~s far as possible ( usue.lly tvrenty minutes) 
froo the hourly neHscasts. 
The rnanage~ent in radio agrees with the national 
T 
! 
· directive that no advertising shall be presented which pur-
. ports to be news. But something must have been lost in the 
translation. On at least two occasions, the station has 
aired a NArragansett Beer commercial which sounds very 
:much like the way WBZ News does its bulletins.1 It is 
"suggested" by the local radio management that bulletins be 
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presented in the middle of musical pieces in order to achieve 
the maximum attention from the audience and convey the 
idea of immediacy. 2 The beer commercial begins with martial 
·.music, which is faded down for a voice which says something 
to the effect of "We interrupt this music to bring you an 
·important message of special interest to all Massachusetts 
men and women." The announcer goes on to extol the many 
. delights of the beer and then returns the listeners to the 
musical portion of the show. In one instance this commercial 
was presented immediately after the newscast and seemed quite 
deceptive. 
If the management does, indeed, believe in the 
aforementioned national policy, there has been a breakdown 
in communications somewhere along the line. The fact that 
the two instances referred to above occurred more than a 
14:06 p.m., April 11, 1960 and 11:18 a.m., 
April 19, 1960. 
2Bailey interview, April 8, 1960. 
- :; __ ,_,. 
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ueek apart suggests the commercial must ;1ave been on the 
air many times ,_:lith no comnlaints from the ste_ff. ~·lhen Jerry 
Lo.nday 'i·ras o.sked for his opinion on the use of such commer-
cials, he said that he he,d been una1.-rare of its being broad-
ce.st and that he Hould have registered a cor;r::laint if he 
1 had l;:novm of it. 
In all fairness it should be ste.ted ti1o.t this is only 
one example "\·rhich runs counter to the ns.tione,l policies and 
that the vast majority of con:nerci2.ls on the station are 
in good taste. But it is not to be completely dismissed, 
for the se<)Eration of nevis 2.nd commercials in every case 
is ::wst inoortant to the integrity of the medium. 
~..rBZ presents frequent nevrsc2.sts--one five minute 
nm;rsce.st every l1.our, ti-ro .a If hour during rush hours, and I 
sever-9.1 longer "special editions, 11 including the half-hour 
"PM" n·eus ?-londay through Friday. The nel1S incorporates 
many telephone "beeper" reports of local, national, and 
international origin; it is thorow:;hly edited and rewritten, 
except after eleven each night 1·1hen it is J.eft to the disc 
jockey to 1rilJ and read'! vTBZ Neus :::Jakes every effort to 
present the ne\vs '\·lith fcdrness and objectivity. 
lrntervie1v 1·ri th Jerry Landay, Hevrs Director, 1i'lBZ-'WBZA, 
Boston, April 25, 1960. 
====-=--~--:·===~=~·'"' 
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As is evidenced by the WBZ Stylebook, 1 WBZ News is 
striving for lively, vivid, accurate newscasts, aggressively 
reported and never repeated. Putting excitement in a news-
cast--using showmanship--is often just one short step from 
sensationalism in many cases. But Mel Bailey and Jerry Landay 
assert they never take that step. 
A test of the sensationalism angle came early in 1960 
during the Van Rie murder trial. Van Rie, a Dutch mariner, 
was accused of beating his shipboard paramour to death and 
throwing her body overboard. There was no paucity of sex 
ii in the testimony. There were even international implications, 
and reporters came to Boston from countries in both Hemis-
\l 
pheres. WBZ put a reporting team in the courtroom and 
presented frequent "beeper" reports; the trial was heavily 
covered. When asked if this extensive coverage of such a 
sensational trial amounted to sensationalism, both Mr. Bailey 
· and Mr. Landay said it most certainly did not. Mr. Bailey 
said sensationalism is the way you treat a story that is 
unsavory in the first place.2 The Van Rie coverage was not 
sensational, in his opinion, because it was not extensive 
lsee Appendix B. 
2Bailey interview, April 8, 1960. 
, __ ;t__ 
only £or the baser aspects and, £urthermore, the lower 
elements were not what were emphasized over the air.1 
Jerry Landay believes that i£ one's definition o£ 
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sensationalism is £eaturing unimportant and bizarre stories, 
sometimes they deserve to be £eatured. He declares that 
newsmen are simply story tellers and that they must have 
someone to tell them to. I£ people are interested in a story, 
that alone justifies telling it.2 But when he is pinned 
down to a specific instance such as the Van Rie trial, he 
is not at all as cynical as his statement may sound. Landay 
asserts the trial was covered heavily but E£! because o£ ~ 
lurid content. People were interested in the trial; there 
was an unusual international angle; and, besides, there is 
a great deal of drama and importance in a trial £or a man's 
li£e.3 Considering the manner in which the reports of the 
trial were broadcast, this statement would seem quite reason-
able. The audience was not subject to courtroom hysterics 
nor seduced by the announcer; the £acts were presented in 
].,~· 
2Landay interview, April 25, 1960. 
3!_ill. 
a calm, rational, and enlightening, albeit vivid, manner. 
Mel Bailey affirms that the "Roving Reporter" concept 
of the national office is w~ll implemented in Boston and, 
to prove his point, cites three mobile units and three men 
who actively go out and report. There are two active mobile 
units and one for emergencies; they are all equipped with 
police radios, standard radios, and mobile telephones. The 
largest unit has a mobile transmitter for on-the-scene 
broadcasts.1 
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The vertical concept has not yet been put into effect. 
According to Bailey, it would require that one of the news-
men devote his entire day to one story, and the station 
can•t afford this yet. He does say, however, that he believes 
the concept is a good one and that he hopes to put it into 
operation in the near future. And, he declares that the 
·station does follow the philosophy in a manner of speaking 
now because the WBZ reporters get every possible aspect of 
the story they 1re covering in any event. 2 This, of course, 
is not what Kaland hasin mind. 
As one means of judging the stature of WBZ News, Mr. 
Bailey cites a survey taken by The Pulse, Inc. in connection 
lBailey interview, April 8, 1960. 
2~. 
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with the 1959 Boston newspaper strike. The results show 
that the news-hungry public turned to WBZ for news more often 
than to any other Boston station and that they rated WBZ as 
the "station that provided the best coverage of news during 
the ~trike."1 
In the area of radio public affairs programming, Mr. 
Bailey points with some pride to five programs presented in 
1959 and early 1960. The first is "Newsmakers, n which has 
already been discussed. "Pornography: the Business of Evil" 
reaped praise from the press, listeners, clergy, government 
officials, and the fifty women's organizations represented 
by the Boston City Federation of Organizations, Inc. 2 Mr. I 
Bailey asserts that this program aided the women's clubs 1! 
lin launching a crusade against pornography which they had 
jbeen unable to initiate for some time.3 
II 
ii Another public affairs program which brought attention 
j! 
lito WBZ was "The Challenge: Soviet Science." For this 
I . 
!show the station contacted Radio Moscow, which recorded 
jstatements by Russian scientists about Soviet scientific 
1----------------------------------------
1 
1
roid. It might be interesting to note here that the ~results were used for a WBZ sales fact sheet. 
I 2WBZ Press Release, Boston, December 20, 1959. 
3Bailey interview, April tl, 1960. 
!i 
II 
II 
I 
II 
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achievements. In order to keep the program from being simply 
a Russian propaganda message, WBZ requested Nicholas DeWitt 
or the Harvard University Russian Research Center to contact 
the American counterparts or the Soviet scientist; these 
men evaluated what the Russians claimed and matched them 
against our own accomplishments.1 The presentation was WBZ-
originated and was distributed to all WBG stations, the 
Australian network, the Broadcasting Foundation or America, 
the National Association or Educational Broadcasters, and 
some forty-five individual stations.2 
A fourth program which Mr. Bailey feels was exceptional 
concerned mental retardation. It is too early to say what 
the results will be, but WBZ has had much favorable comment 
on it and the BFA and NAEB have again requested copies. 
One of the purposes of the program was to help the parents 
of retarded children to admit to themselves and then to 
others that their child is not normal and, after admitting 
it, to do the best thing for the child. Another reason for 
the broadcast was to stir public interest in the mentally 
retarded, and to make people realize that the subnormal are 
lWBz Press Release, Boston, December 21, 1959. 
2Bailey interview, April 8, 1960. 
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not to be shunned or ridiculed but helped; mn.ny times they 
o~~1ortuni ty. 
The last ehou t1-:e.t :-Tr. E!.:liley recomr.:::ended to the 
IH'i ter UE'cG "An Eye for ccn Eye, 11 vlhich concerned the :;Jros 
to be r,:::l ii:vesti_sation of both sides of the coin, but it 
sm::.ndcd very r::uch lU:e rm attack on Cc'-2;itol ~;unishment. The 
st;:,.tion had earlier teJ::en ~:~, fir:J 2.t::.nd ~.g::.inst the c.e2th 
~enalty in 2n editorial. "An Eye for en Eye 11 sounded 
sus~iciously like an e~tonsion of this editorial position, 
at leact to the \Triter. 
IIr. 3eviley o.c::no\·lledsecl t:: e.t there ;}re very fev.; 
SlJOnsors on 11 Progr2.m P:t·Iu bec8.US8 L'..dvertisers assune the 
audience is with television in the evening hours. He believes 
the.t if tr..is trend is to be even slichtly reversed (o.nd he 
declares that there are i:ndicctions that it 
'Jill be :::l-~ous like 11Plolu that 'dill return ni::':l-::ttime r::.clio 
to its former position. 
Bailey h~s no e~act fi~ures on the ~atter of sponsor-
ship of vVBZ-i·lBZA public e.f'f<.,irc and ;:>ublic service prosrams, 
but l~e c_:uesses th2,t 97 to S9 1-oercent 2.rc sustaining. Zmo-
available for s~·)Onsorohip, e:;:cel'Jt in t:--,e ric;ht circumstances, 
e. g.~ Ratheon could probably have sponsored the Russian 
science program.1 
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The motivation behind this aggressive public affairs 
programming is not~ then, entirely economic. The main pur-
pose is to fulfill the broadcasters' obligations and create 
a good community image. Mr. Bailey believes that it won't 
make for ratings because many listeners are not ready to 
accept this type of program yet, especially if it contains 
a moral. The only economic motive is a general feeling that 
advertisers will be more likely to buy time on a station 
that does this type of programming because some of the 
2 prestige may rub off on them. 
Mr. Bailey asserts that while radio will never 
replace newspapers~ it is the best equipped of all media 
to gather news and disseminate it with accuracy and solidar-
ity.3 Jerry Landay sees the goal of his news department as 
expansion and a striving to give the public news equal to 
what the newspapers are giving them now.4 
On the television side of WBZ~ there is also some 
1Ibid. 
2lli.i· 
3ill£. 
~enday interview, April 25, 1960. 
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co::.1.fusion o..bout tl1.e difference betv,reen }YU.blic affsirs .s.nd 
public service. Herb CcJ1m::., 1•lBZ-TV Pro,zram E"'::.1r:{;er, believes 
tho.t there is 2. difference betHeen the tuo t~rr;es of program-
nin0 ; :::1..1.blic service 1:1al:es one thin:: of charity or alerting 
the })O-!Julace vrhile public a:ffe.irs deals EJ.ore 1-ri th neHs snd 
docu.rnente.ries .1 But, e.s in radio, the 11public affairs u 
director does not direct these areas, though he does main-
tain close linson •:rith the neus clepartnent. George Noynihan, 
forEler i'TBZ-TV Public Affc.irs Director recently appointed 
Assistc.nt Program l·Ianager, believes the.t there is a difference 
bet1veen public service e.nd s-::eci2.l events but t~c.at public 
affairs is ::nore senerccl and includes both of these areas. 2 
As Public Affe.irs Director, icioynihan handled o~ll programming 
in tnese cc.tc..c:;ories, e:;.::1d he is still concerned vri th them to 
a larc;e extent.3 
Bale.nce asainst the st3.tion 1 s many entertairunent 
sho11s is ::naintained in !;f3Z-TV progra:.uning by, among other 
lrntervie11 \vith Herb Cahan, Progre.m Ne.nager, \1BZ-TV, 
Boston, April 18, 1960. 
2
rnterviel·r 'di th George J:.Ioynihe.n, Assistrmt Program 
l·I2.112.5er, \'JBZ-TV, Boston, April lc, 1960. 
3rbid. 
things, fifty-four newscasts a week (nine a day Monday 
through Friday), more than any other Boston television 
station, and frequent prime-time, public affairs ''specials," 
as well as educational, scientific, and other public service 
programs scheduled in secondary time slots.1 
WBZ-TV is an NBC affiliate, 2 and this is one reason 
why the station does not do more public affairs programming 
in prime-time. Mr. Cahan declares that the network is pre-
empted continually for specials but not on a weekly basis. 
Mr. Moynihan states that NBC wouldn't stand for any more 
preemptions than the present number, and, at any rate, the 
station doesn't produce enough for a regular weekly presen-
tation.3 
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The news department is entirely separated from 
editorial functions. As the radio news department, television 
news strives for fairness and objectivity in its newscast 
and avoids implicit or explicit editorialization. The 
management seeks excitement in neHs and public affairs, but 
1cahan interview, April 18, 1960. 
') 
~Boston network affiliations are in the process of 
shifting at present, with some interest by the u.s. Justice 
Department, and it is not known how long the station will 
: maintain its affiliation. 
3Moynihan interview, April 18, 1960. 
not sensationalism. Thus, the Van Rie trial was covered 
heavily by television news but only because of the "inter-
national implications.u1 
Nr. Cahan sta tea "regretfully" that the news depart-
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ment still must have a cameraman at every fire because fires 
are still one of the best story types for television presen-
tation.2 He goes on to assert, however, that the station 
has learned to meld world and local news without using all 
visual items--stories used to be ignored or nearly so if 
there was no film to go with them--End that they have come 
to the realization that the news, and not the effect, is 
the moat important conaideration.3 
The station does editorialize. In the main, the edi-
torials are the same as those written for radio by an 
editorial writer who works for both stations. The edi-
toriala are not as widely separated from the newscasts as 
they are in radio. Frequently they are adjacent, but they 
are clearly identified as expressions of opinion.4 
lcahan interview, April 18, 1960. 
2~. 
3rbid. 
4~. 
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The "Roving Reporter" has not come to WBZ-TV as yet. 
The management hopes to have a man with a sound camera to 
go out and actively follow the news in the future. but there 
are no immediate prospects.1 The station owns one mobile 
unit• but it is never used for news. This is W1at the nation-
al management meant when they said that television would be 
handicapped until such things as small mobile units were 
developed. 
The public affairs activities of WBZ-TV present a 
somewhat brighter picture. A few brief excerpts from the 
multi-volume WBZ-TV "Lanp of Knowledge" presentation are 
cited in Appendix c. An excellent example of public affairs 
programming is "Cardinal Cushing Speaks Out." The Arch-
bishop of Boston appeared on June 21, 1959 to press for 
the teaching of the truth about Communism in the public 
schools. The program brought a considerable amount of 
comment from the press on news and editorial pages; it 
even reached the New York Times. An aural tape and trans-
------
cript was requested by Radio Free Europe. And the Cardinal 
was afforded the honor of being denounced by Radio Moscow 
m.d the Russian Press. 2 
I ill.£. 
2Moyn1han interview, April 18, 1960. 
' 
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There are other exrunples of public affairs and public 
service programming which are commendable but cannot be men-
tioned here or in the Appendix because of space and time 
limitations. Only the most notable examples can be selected. 
The WBZ-TV management is trying to live up to the 
obligations imposed on it by its license. And at the same 
time, it is striving for the image of a good corporate 
citizen called for in the National Policy Manual. To this 
end the management is continually exploring ways to improve 
its news coverage. For example, Mr. Caban has said that he 
would like to present a half-hour news show every dey, as 
the Westinghouse San Francisco outlet has been doing success-
fully for some time now. But this would involve hiring 
additional personnel and has to be delayed for economic 
reasons.1 
Simply informing the public is a strong motivation 
and is reflected in the WBZ-TV share of audience. There is 
the added incentive that the public image the station is 
striving for amounts to selling "believability" to the 
advertiser. 2 But, as Mr. Moynihan asserts, "It might sound 
1
cahan interview, April 18, 1960. 
2!J?.!£. 
• 
• 
cornballish, but we want to fulfill the purpose of broad-
II p 
,I q 
;; 
!! 
lj 
., 
casting-- the interest of the public. 111 This, the management i il 
declares time and again, is the major incentive behind all 
its public service efforts. 
1Moynihan interview, April 18, 1960. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The National Headquarters of the westinghouse Broad-
casting Company puts forth noble ideals in its policy manual. 
The manual directives are not always strictly observed, how-
ever, even by the New York Office. For example, any form 
of equivocation or half-truth is benned from the publicity 
and promotional activities of the Company.1 But, in putting 
its best foot forward to the delegates of the 1959 Public 
Service Conference, the National Office distributed a paper 
describing the physical and intellectual composition of WBC. 
One of the statements in this paper referred to the WBC Far 
l. 
,I 
II 
n 
u :: 
1/ Eastern Bureau directed by James Vincent Sheean. 2 
d 
When 
II 
I' d 
!I ], ii li il 
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questioned about the exact status of Sheean, the National 
,I 
Hanagement affirms that he reports on happenings in the Near I! 
and Fsr East for the Company but onl.Y; ~ be is needed,) II 
This seems to put Sheean in the class of the stringer,4 albeit I 
a high-priced stringer. To say, therefore, that he is in I 
·I 
-----------------------11 
lwestinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc., Operating ii 
Policies Manual, Management, n.d., p. 18. q 
I. 
2westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.,_ "The 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company,n (Press Release), p. 2. 
3rnterview with Chet Collier, Executive Producer, WBC, 
New York, January 5, 1960. 
4A stringer is a reporter Hho is not a full-time em-
ployee but works only when something happens in his locality. 
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charge of a Far East Bureau is, at least, inaccurate. 
Another policy asserted by i•fBC in its manual is the 
concept of local autonomy. This "~trould seem to be a most 
creditable objective since the Hatiob.al Management is 
recognizing the fact that each community has a different 
social structure and varying needs. This fact has often 
been emphasized by the Federal Communications Commission. 
It is not as easy to judge the Company's motivation in this 
area as it might seem, ho'\>Tever, because the policy of local 
autonomy can also be an excuse for the failure of the Group's 
stations to carry out expensive public service endeavors. 
The Ne\·l York Office has three men ">'Tho visit the stations 
regularly to evaluate and offer suggestions. But, for the 
most part, these men won't go to a station unless its ratings 
have ff':.llen.l Exce:pt in extreme cases, they are not looking 
for violations of national policies; they vmnt to knoi.; vlhat 
is vrrong 1vith the local programming that is ueakening its 
audience attraction. 
On the other hand, it could be asserted that there is 
no necessity for the National Executives to check up on local 
management continually, bec2ouse there are vice presidents 
in the various geographical areas. Furthermore, \•!BC never 
~R -~~~:=..::.=:·~--=-= --:.--::;"':-- > ~:;-• ':t·--
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hesitates to spend money to hire first-class persoru1el; the 
loce..l man-otgers should be able to do a generc.lly good job 
>·Ti thout interference from Ne.tional Headquarters. 
The public service conferences held by Westin~house 
have done a greR.t deal to"i'lard etarting the broadcasting 
industry to think about this most important, and somewhat 
neglected, aspect. They have also brought the Com1Jany 
many plaudits from educators, public, and radio-television 
critics; thus, they have been quite profitable in terms of 
f!OOd will e.lone. 
\'I'BC' s establish"'Jlent of the Washington and European 
bureaus can also be viewed in either of tvvo Hays. These 
bureaus offer the listening -Jublic an excellent chance to 
observe 1·mrld events in a different ~perspective than that 
Hhich the net\vorks and ''lire services rJrovide. They also 
offer the \vestinc;l:ouse Broadcasting Company an extraordina.ry 
o:;,portunity for -promotion; they co~re good business ~.s , .. Jell 
as good service. 
The 11Lanp of Knm-rlr:dge 11 projects also bring good pub-
licity to the Group. In fact, everything Westinghouse does 
to i11prove its broadccsting or increase its service to 
t11e -:;ublic ce.n be viel·ied in this 1-:ay. There are those rrho 
e.ssert that i'lBC does nothins thc:,t ca:·;not be promoted. And as 
Donald :.rcGcmnon himself s.s~id about all public service 
broa~cnsting at the 1959 Conference, "It is simply good 
business to do public service!'l It should be recalled, 
of course, thE~t I'IcGannon se"id this to other broadce.sters in 
an e.t ternpt to enccurovge n:ore and better r;ublic service pro-
sense should have a great dealc.more i::Jpact than one to the 
finer instincts of r11an. 
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The critics vil:~o believe the Com-~jany does only vJhat it 
can exploit via ~;ublici ty \vould r::o.y that the WBC slogan 
should be altered to read: 11Advertisino: is most effective 
on ste"tions that hc.ve ee.rned the respect s~nc. confidence of 
the co:-::1L.mni ties they serve. 11 And, after e.ll, re}Jresent8.ti ves 
of the Group J:w.ve often affirmed ti.1at they are "selling 
1believe.bili ty. 111 
But, in eve"luating the con:nents made by the critics 
of Nestingl1ouse, it should be l:e~)t in mind that there are 
c.lso those ·:rho stronc;ly affirm that no hurnan c..ction is 
tL.VJ.selfish, that, even if a man gives trp his life for someone 
else, he does it because it makes him feel sood (at leevst 
f ' + t• ) or a snor... 1:oe • If one \'1 i shes GO discount any activity 
of s. business C'.s dictated :·.::urely by corpors.te fincmcie.l in-
terests, it is, of course, not difficult to find plausible 
lTelevision Ase, April 4, 1960, p. 41. 
--~-.ft.::::.:::-_.:--:-:.:"'.:=;::-:.:=;_:::-;.:;;:::::::-.:· :"r.:-::-.--:::-_·-_-;:::: ._ .. -
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1)oi:1ts to verify the argument. But this is obviously a rather 
e::treEJe vie..,,r. 
It vrould be inore than sinrply doubtful that the itlesting-
house r.1anagement, in discussing a nevr !JUblic service or 
general progranoing 1:-::roject, ca.lls in the publicity department 
before m.r~.Z.:ing s.ny dec::..sion in order to deterwine whether or 
not the ide~ is promotable. This is cert~inly possible; it 
cexmot be termed :orobe.ble. The men •iihom the ".'Triter interviei"led 
in 1lestinz1:ouse =:eadq_uarters did not give the impression 
of being the type to say, "Hmv ce.n 11e best dupe the public 
into thin~-;:ing \'le 1 re honourable and make more '"1oney at the 
same ti:.rne? 11 There 1-mtJ.ld seen to be considerable credibility 
to \.Yilliam Kaland 1 s ste.ter:1ent cited in Chapter IV concerning 
the ~)ride of the businessr.1an. 
This is not to say thc.t the Com::-;.c:.ny is not continua1ly 
ev~:lue.ting hoi-r far it ccm r;o v.ri thout losing nwney. Finan-
cial aspects are most i2portant; they are always a strong 
considerstion. But all the activities of the Group are not 
viewed strictly in dollars and cents; if they were, many of 
the 1·lesting:;.ouse ::;;rojects 1-Jould never have been initiated. 
On the locc.l level, there see!ns to be a bit ;:r:ore con-
cern over the s·:)ecific budset i te:ns that are r:Sfected by 
news e.nd public service prograli:L:ing. This is a natural result 
of the s:ne.llsr financir:-cl rnargin r.t this level. There is, 
therefore, an incre8.se in tension bet He en cor1)orate 
,. 
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responsibility and public service obligations in the com-
r:mnity operations. 
For this reason, directives fron the N2.tional Head-
quarters ~nd certein national policies may not be rigidly 
obeyed. An example of this might be the broadcasting of a 
com~ercial which is very close to (if not, indeed, beyond) 
violating a ne.tional ban on s-rJots 'Hhich purport to be news. 
- . 
A case of this type was discussed in the previous chapter. 
It is difficult to throw 2.1vay money. On the other hand, 
this sort of case could be merely the result of a breakdo'\·m 
in communications. It 1\'ould be im:!)ossible to be certe.in of 
the cause i·then observing from the outside. 
A less nebulous example 1::::. the fE'~ct that neither WBZ-
i'lBZA. nor WBZ-TV has L1:Dle:nGnted the "vertical concept" of 
the NeY.r York Office even though they believe it is an 
excellent idea; they say they sirrmly cannot afford it at 
this time. There are other inste.~1ce e of the conflict 
bet'v'le€n national e,ios and local ·practice, but these should 
sufficiently illustrate the point. 
It is a bit presumptuous for an outsider to \valk into 
a e;roup and tell. them how they should operate. But sometimes 
a person ':lho is not so closely involved 1-vi th day-to-day 
e.ctivities of c~ sroup can see v;here ·;:Ll.or changes EJight be 
of value. The suggestions made below, then, are offered in 
apr,ropriate humility. 
• 
• 
• 
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The news and public affairs activities of the Westing-
house Broadcasting Company have burgeoned in a relatively 
brief period of time. They have not developed in an orderly, 
precise manner but have u grown" somewhat like Topsy. 
Because of this lack of organization, there are probably 
msny missed opportunities. 
Some form of organization was given to the public 
service activities of the local stations by the "Lamp of 
Knowledgeu concept of Richard Pack. It is an informal kind 
of organization, but it might be the closest-knit framework 
one can achieve with locally autonomous units. 
In news there is a different situation. The looseness 
of the Washington and European satellites is a real test 
of the laws of gravitation. It has not been very long since 
the bureaus were established, and the Company is still 
essentially feeling its way. But it would seem that if there 
were a central control point, under the direction of a good 
newsman, much more could be drawn out of what should be an 
excellent, ready-made organization. Often the European 
Bureau is relegated to a second-rate position, telling 
humorous little anecdotes for "Program Pl1." With a 
centralized control, could not the obvious competence of 
the European personnel be better capitalized upon? This 
bureau is taken as an example, but centralization should 
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also be c:m aid to tloe vlashinston Bureau .::md Ghcm::!_d facilitate 
burec.u-to-ste.tion and ste.tion-to-ste.tion exch2.nses. 
Another area Hhich seems to be neglected at this time 
is the possibility of the burec:ms su~-Jplying the \'Testinghouse 
television stations vri th ms.tcrial. They have been doing 
this for soDe tine for the r~dio otctions. This may be 
difficult noi'T bec2.use of trc.ns~::;orts.tion and interconnection 
problems. But t>e situation is c:Cw.Esing daily, and the cost 
of such a service c..nd the problems inherent in its operation 
cay not long be prohibitive. 
The weaknesses of the Westinghouse organization and 
orerations have been e:1:::_:;hasized ;Jerhaps out of I)roportion. 
it should be stateC. tlJ.2~t, in the Hriter's o<:inion, there 
nre mo..ny exemplary fe2.tures o.bout tl1.e Corr;any 1·rhich should 
be noted (and e.clapted) by other broadco.sters. i'lBC 1 s concern 
vri th ne-vrs and ~·ublic affn.irs is :Jost co:rt:::end.::·.ble. The 
:;ationo.l Office besc~n building up these 2.reas long before 
it bec8.:.1e fc.r:.hione..ble to decle.re th2.t t:-:ey o.re i::~:::orte.nt to 
every broe.dco.ster e..nc"l t~-:at they cc~.n be J!rofi to.ble. The 
public service conferences hcwe r2m,r2.l:ened the industry to 
e. long-neglected elerJent of pro3ro.n::ing. 
Buree.us in 112.shin~ton ana Europe are not -v:i thin the 
reach of inde~Jendent bro2.dcssters. TheGe fc-.cili ties are 
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SUE')Orted in the \vestin[(:cuse structure by subscriptions 
from the GroUIJ 1 s ste.tions; only e. r2.ther le.rge co:nbination of 
stc-.tio;.1s, then, could ::cfford such es.to.blishiTients. But every 
broedc~eter c~n be interested in fair and objective news 
s~lO'Hs, in vivid, e::citinr:;, yet nOl:-sensc:.tional, nevrs l;re-
sentr.'tion, anc~ in e.::_:.sre ssive local reporting. rci1=my, of course, 
are. Because of the possibility of libel suits, affronts 
to c;ood tgste, anc!. loss of c.udicmce to the co!TI:::'eti tion, it 
cc:-cn be sr.fely asserted that no broadcaster ccn-1 o.fford not to 
In conclusion, let us say that ·vrestingholJ.se he.s high 
ide2.ls. They are not al1·re.;;,rs strictly foJ.lovTGd. But, in the 
s~eat cajority of c~ses, the Com~any does seem to maintain 
its stc.Ild.c:rds. TJ.:ere is sornei1}-::..::t :~;ore confJ.ict bet~reen 
cor~;orate finexJ.Ci2.l interest :~.nd -~,ublic interest at the level 
of the local station, and t~e DUblic interest occ&sionally 
suffers. Acain, l:.ov1ever, the broadc.<:.sters' high objectives 
have not been sacrificed in r:1ost c?.ses. 
Cho.nges mic;ht be considered in t~e Vlestinghouse struc-
ture by the bureaus' providing so~e prosra2 materials to 
'\i3C television. A.:"lother iE::::n"ovement r:.i;~:ht be 2. centro'.lized 
o~eration for Westi~g~ouse news. Centralization should help 
t~~e CoJ.J.r)r.ny to co,pi tP.lize to the fullest extent on cos~1etant 
•Jersol-clel e.nc::. fe.cilit2.te t:·1e beet ~Jossible tr:-.:.l1ssissions 
from bureaus to ststions ~nd fran stations to st~tions. 
Finc.lly, :::10.ny of tl1e concepts ;:~nd o:;er?,tions of the 
\!e stir:c;:rwuse Broo.dce..stins Cor.11:)o.ny could sre::-.tly benefit 
other broe?.dc:=:.::-;ters if t:'2.ey vroulcl tc:.}:e th8 trouble to moJ::e 
themselves O.',".'"E'.re of these rmd adal)t them to their own 
situations. 
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.APPENDIX A: ORG.lNIZATION CHART OF ~TINGHOUSE BROADC.lSTING COMPANY, INC., * 
~ 
Chairman ~ of' the Board 
I 
Vice fresident 
Westillghouss Electric Corporatioa 
[Pretdda\~ 
\ I . 
Executive 
Vice President 
Vice Presideat and 
idministrative Ass 1t 
--
l 1 
r. [ 
..L-.r L-. -r---1 ~I ---y---1 -..,-, ---r, ----r, 
Vice Pres. 
{Eng.) 
I 
I I 
Vice Pres. 
(Prog.) 
Nat'l Pr~ 
Mgr. 
I 
Vice Pres. 
(Sales) 
Nat'l Rad. 
Sales Mgr. 
Exec. H JNat'l TV 
Producer Sales Mgr. 
Dir • .lud.-~~ F.duc. Dir. 
Vid. Eng. cont. Acc.r 
A.dv.-SaletH Prm. 
Manager 
Aes't • .A.dv. & 
Prm. Mgr. 
Director p 
Xmitter Eng. 
I Ind. Rel. H Controller 
Mgr. -
Vies Pret!l. 
(Wash.) 
Vice Pre•. 
(Cleve.) 
Dir. of' H' J KYW I-
Research Gen. Mgr. 
Dir. of 1-
Pub. Rel. 
I 
KYW .. TV 1-
0en. Mgr. 
Vies Pres. 
{Boston) 
WBZ-WBZ.A. 1-
Gen. Mgr. 
WBZ-TV 
Gen. Mgr. 
__ .,._._ --
lr.w ~opt. , Secreta17 
I 
Vice Pres. 
(Pgh.) 
KDKi 
Gea.. Mgr. 
KDK.l-TV 
Gen. Mgr. 
* Source: Retyped from official Westinghouse Electric Cerperation organizatiaa chart of Jul7 1, 1959. 
. 
. 
-16-
___j 
Vice Pres. (W. Coast) 
KEX 
Gen. Mgr. 
Vice Preao 
(Chicago) 
f WIND ~ l Gen., Mgrct 
wcwo 1_ 
aen. Mgr. r 
·--~ ~~ -~~------
II 
II 
APPENDIX A: LIST OF STAT! ONS OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE WES-
TINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY 
LOCATION AM FM TV 
Boston, Massachusetts WBZ WBZ-FM WBZ-TV 
Springfield, Massachusetts WBZA 
P1 ttsburgh, Pennsylvania KDKA KDKA-FM KDKA-TV 
Baltimore, Maryland WJZ-TV 
Cleveland, Ohio KYW KYW-FM KYW-TV 
Fort Wayne, Indiana wowo 
Chicago, Illinois WIND 
San Francisco, California KPIX-TV 
Portland, Oregon KEX KEX-FM 
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PENDIX B: 
CONJ'I DDTI AL OON1'ID'IN'.l'IAL COWFID IAL 
LL£ N \fS 
~----~t~~-------- PJ..tl'L 0. 0' 'J'RI T. 0 • MOR. 1 mm ro. ____________________ __ 
• 
G. DI • 
z lfBZA. !iJ s • 
"II I • ...,...........~~----· .. - I I ' 
1 t i a e t nt o 
olve an ind1Tidual 
peraana11 ~ha vil 
LO vn a un1qu. ftnd to &1 person 11 ty. 
news hae ee radio nev from station to 
ur. ev he. ~er 11 j t anotb.r lho " the 
cler . .. 
1 t fa t a publisher in t~ 
on till t wires get around to 
ge; radio. which eo oft n bo sts it 1a the 
1 event 
ya been first v1th int rnational or 
ha.a rarely c r d to look out the window 
ron pore awing. vho ' • doing 
• 
ng c 
en able to 
announcera. pe 
"ant for \lBZ-Neve -
cted p~raonal1ty T~r 
f ffor • 
for tt d •Jays. p rsonali y 
u~ c - i not o often for 
b l eT ble. author1 t1Te, 
i cret \o it lota of 
of direct on. 
Thie atyu bo 
'r up o Rll 
cat• d rection; the lov ng car P~d effort 
th 5-minu t ,!LP 
the l C \;hint• mnd " name for themselves in 5 Reconde.' 
• Bett' Furn .. 1d it in 60 a conde' 
o • Frank Sin tra only d a 3. min'lte hunk of aballac 1 
• Speedy Gonzales id 1t 1n 1 s time than that : 
...... ...,., •• U,... ~ I I I 
• 
STORYT 
ta 1 it to empbash ita 
tell 1 o empbaa i?. ita • 
- t 11 it to emphas1z• i or~ valu 
tel it to build 
t 11 t to cr at a ....2.2.!! (happiness aadn •• upr1ee , laughter, etc.) 
t. t. 12 
!·· 'f.~ ~ :-y do4H;n t have rr.y of thes . ~l ements vi thin 1 t to tell , then 
.... tl ' • .:~'r TE:OL IT If the story basi a.l y DO~S r:C>n t a i n one or more o 
ti'!eaa -1 m nh •. n d ws don t USE th ~ as the peg f or t he story, then ve 
CA..' ~ HUL. 
A Bce .on fireman on duty i r 
a ... o h•r diutrict overheartl an 
~1 rm on R fire in his ovn 
aph~t~•ut h e. He rac o 
hvm• t. ~i c n<rer his 82 ' " "" 
(J' • .hr- r r f)nly ~ 1 .~ 
RZ...year- old J ohn Bovlea died today 
of a heart a t t ack brought on vh•n 
his apartment r,,,use caught on fire, 
TM body vas n .overed by his s on, 
James Bovle es. a fireman . 
said tM ex 
r). 'lUCh 1' 
O..er 
ent - •tc 
Company and union of!lciale 
are aU11 ting vl\h federal 
negoti tore ln tha tbr ten d 
bua atrike. There Qa atill no 
aign of & ee\tlement r ~ lk 
out 1• scheduled for 12 o ~ clock 
Telegraph cl r S 
batting thouaand, 
fourth ti in fo 
been held p by t 
Tho eon 1 
?or the 
nthe heJ 1 
gu 
Th ~estern Union ofn.ce at 
321 Maaaacbuaetta venue 
been robbed o'f $:500. 'b7 & 
eked gUJIUIIIILD. 
In our election and evaluation of stories to be used or scr~pped, 
remember that: 
1 WB Beva does NO~ read the police blotter, or th list of 
maimed or 1nju.recl at City Bo pi tal We look for etor1ee~ 
2 VBZ. llews 11 not a 111 for publici t7 nuff. But 
ou a do eon in • rie o 
3 ~ N we ia interested in storieB id a vhich ay p eeent 
m L es in nevspapere, other local publications, and 
magadne o This ..uggests that v aTid.l;y, on duty a.nd 
off .But it aleo sugg .. ta that ve take pains to follow-up nsva-
paper toriee ve don ~ t trust. lie 've alrea.d.7 per'fomed an important 
eerv1ce by snbtl;y correcting n.vapaper a1 quotes and putting pin 
in nevapaper bubbles blov up ju t to eell copies. without pointing 
dagg re at the newspapers themselvee. ~he phraae "deapite published 
repor •o Wl37-Neva has lsarn d -" can proTide a vital eervice. 
4 - ~Z-N va obviously uses reasonAble de enc;y and good taste in it• 
.el ction of terial~ BUT. 
5 - Ae nevemen, ve are not s lf appoint d judges of 20th centur;y moral 
and standards , no~ def nderR of the faitho Within the bounds of 
number 4 aboTe 0 if it•s a story. ve use it, regardless of vboN or 
vhat 1a involved . In abort 0 editorialization b7 omission ia a 
vrong s editoriali~ation per se. 
• 
6 -
.'{fl~ ~we 
Two 80-year~o ]d spins t er sistsrq_ · 
1n Mnlden hav~ gotten their mi R· 
in safe back . T~~re w s no mon•y 
in 1 t when found - but he t h i f 
d i d Jea7e behind a bil l ~ ich 
i d en • 'ie the owners . . R va t er 
111 .. a ted April 29 1 908 . 
That mis sing s afe 
Malc an s t rs wae 
po l ice t oday l ying 
f i eld . The $100 1 
wa 
be fore lenv1n~ th 
t 1 n f Ill wo 
found by Lexington 
1'"l 
w~n 1t 
th f 
A ad-on collision n Methuen hae 
v!p d out t h life of ntire John bllltrd of ng "' e killed 
family when his car e.ruck pole on 
etc .• etc. etc. 
7 - L t a face it. a n we report ia only a good 
you decide t~ put i nto it , only a s good e t. 
decid to tel l ito This is why ther e L be 
b u-p n~1 ling. and r e-write: lot of 1 • 0 
• 
'!'here IS no forn~ula for a good 'tfflZ-11 a report. re Alrl guld.elinea 
and goals. '!'be ve get there h )'OlU' the neva abll1V. Define 
nati• n a bilit7 Oka7i 
1 It de fuc nation 
hell the7 e to tbro 
2- It'a a bade curt dt7. n ither bordered by the boundar1 a of 
t~ city, atate or r gion- nor kept onl7 to enh of global 
at ic c or \io 1 ecope 
3 - It '• the thlng t t t:ollgya curiod ~ - follov-llp - the 
init1at1Te to •• k out the f ta, the truth. to fi out f or 
70ur .. lf what 1 happen 1n tbe next few ho or a u a 
result of at happened aneral 11tnuiee 
4 - the doaire to proTide \~ an a to 
haTe t urioai .y to aek 7ourself: 
r a o t om bo b t a 1 d dol to n radlo -
c - 1 ty <n tmt • • I wonder w t the or •a r ction will 
to t t atatem nt ~Y the GoTftrnorr• •t wonder t Jack 
Kenn d,y vill ea.y vhen hia plane fro• Al.&eka landat• 11 1 wonder 
wblt 1 t Olmd like to bear a Q;ueen chrlet n a ahlp? 11 •t 
wonder v.tv th cope aren't wearing oT.,rcoata in thla fre sine 
v therf 11 
5 - It 1 a tbll b1 11 t¥ to g t. eo eone to anaver tbeae quea Uona -
to uk .. barru1n« onea yUhou\ aakln& t tnc -
and ~ .a1 t.be anawera 
6 - It • • the d. eire to r ad nevapape a dall7, read zlnea 
veekl7, aDd the ab111 t7 to • yo aelt an a.cUTe li1nc 
rgue ot 1nf U .-4 kllovlectc • 'ble when tbll rtpt. 
altma~ioa eat. • 
., - It • the A'b111Q' to &ll"otpa a nwa w t k[QJ:!! t.t hap 
d get tn on 1t ftrat 
• 
'l'hi l • ., 
LetJ• tal a out t conten of a n~ r ort. 
w111 fill tw~ funotiona • ro ca t 
1. It will • cap le• d r gilln -
1 1 o 1n · neve clal« 
1als in o got 1t one 
2 !t ~411 con 1t~l 7 be r 
to r,-v ld c ging plCe r 
rder for th4 .?.•.~·~~ lOlZ 
hear the • nev8 re~ort a ~ au one 
formula h n,2_ for a but arie 
1t 
+.ton. 
1 not xio to 
B. This 1e vh¥ the 
ne:rt bili ty u 
· ue t vo function •• to be in conflic t - but thq are not . 'Both 
t he 8 o ~ clock and 9 o'c lock n we r~por ts be complete - and c 
Mtill be diff•rent . On a typical new day. her~ ar eo e of the toola 
e t your co to achi"!v these two goale: 
1 -
.) 
, . 
A. Jor story runniu.g up to 1:15 in le~th in eaoh 5- 1nu • 
report. aubject orthie "in-detai l ator,r can b c hanged 
lt1. th • ch new report~ On t he 8 - it i~t b t aoon ehot. 
On the 9 - 1 t could be thlt retire nt of Co ce Secretar7 Week • 
On tbe 10 - 1 t could be GoY rnor J'urcolo ~ e official t 7ou to 4 
hie wife d he Yoter. On the 11 - Senator JCenned7 ' • ea~~p&i&n 
win& to .Al akao On tbe 12 - bac to the 110011 ebo\o 
• 
CQ~ 1'\ (Co t1.nu d ) 
3 - Th r st.ocy can be told v1a tape on one occaeion, can be 
n and read on anotMr . 
4 On tyPical or d 11 news da7s, the jor etor;y igh not fiV n 
be bard neve at all but an interesting te e, i epth 
eo n tar7, a ood bac1qround or 1n t r s t piece . ~ 
not run a big piece on poRsible cancer ours - on the laet 
11Y1ng civil var Teteran - on a startling p!ec of re ch 
out nf M. t. T.f Theae etorie eell s1 e- tb-,1 can 
also produc that "diff r nt" new aoundv 
5 'l'he plas: m nt o! t.he jor tory be c ng d, part1oularl7 
11 v 'vs been r ing it flret for ome t1 •· Unl • t nev 
p p~re, • don~t lway T to the major first. W ean 
1 t w1 th headline, •• 1 t 14th f de 11• at the p 
tbD r port, indicate d 11 B ent . • Ve can 
ke tt t third, fourth, h. till ~ot before 
co ercial, or even un 1 t to lowl ng he 
ercial .. 
5 - On " tYP cal n • report, t rtf 1a 
cover at 1 at 8 to 10 other 1t , 
one. Some aotnall. e covered in o e • nten e - in 
ln••· Mo t ot ra ne dn 1 t run oYer 4 or 5. On o1 o 
problems 1a we • been eo tied to vire, ao lackada1eical with 
r ... vri. te or eTen pencil- d1 ting tba \ 1.1 Ul>l gi ea u an 8-liner , 
we run it as an 8-liner • •• period. In 110at caaea. ve •re 'W& t1ng 
precious ir ti.JBe o b ber, if you nruat 'boil down an 1t to 
eaaentiala on t 10 owcl c 0 JOU can blov it up to 
inute in-depth piece and use it as the major at 11. 
7 - Tbi e alternation of abort ea 0 2-lin~r - then a 5-llner -
then 1-liner, t~n a Jor - helpa prOTide the dynamice, 
the flo , th variety that w want in the neva report eound.. 
8 - -.'bo eaya wa iv got to run all local 1. te • to ther - \h all 
nntio 1 ite e to. t er - t n all international it.. togetharf 
In pl cing a stol')" vithin tM neve report , th tn>e of 1\em it 
is, and the importance of tbl 1 tell ar• far 11or impor t conaider--
a ona in det rmining plac ent tban vhere 1 t came fro•. Bovner 
acain. thia h no lard and f et rule Of courae. \%7 uch o tbl · · 
ti to ·~ avaT fro such categorizing of nevw. BU! oB ocoaaion 
70 can Ya%7 neve report aoUDd by BJILDlliG a good ti«h local ecUon 
providing the tte a lend to or 1 ion 
• 
9 
Mon-.y ta on the mtnds o~ lNportant ••~c~ette cttizena 
thh fternoon. J.t the S te Bouae, tlw Director of tbe 
Motor Vehicle ~i•try aar it'll coat $3.~ more p r 
tboueud Tal t on to drive our car in •tate. Jltc • • au. 
Th nev excise 1~ bring & howl of prot'Ja fro J-J-A 
official• etc •• etc., tea 
The Pre ldent of the Boeton Real ».tate Board 1e unhaJJW 
about the tntirt Mae ncbusetta ~x picture. ua saued 
a dire pr diction- etc,. tc., •to. 
BoveT~r, there 9 a a young 
oney problema for tb. 
e walking down hie atre 
- etc •• etc.. tc 
from So• rvtlle vbo }a& no 
•nt. 10-)'ear-old Jobn 'Orien 
t when di covered a WAll t 
A abort~ run ae a t liner on one n • port be run a 
5 Uner on the aub•equ nt report. J. shorty run aa a 6-lln r 
c~n be run ae n 2-lin r n th next report. Ita a ean be 
replaced. rotated, combined- an infinite n b r of poas1b111t1•• 
are &Tailable. like the BB keys r a piano. en on \h voret 
news day ther 9 s no excuaa for monotonou. repetitious reportins. 
10 - The •ari d possibilities for the~~~~ 
anothllr exci t1ng m s of getting 1 tara pr ••n t doea 112! 
mean~ 
11 Bere at home --• 
11Meanvhi le -- • 11At the aame ti~• --• 
•Taking a look overa•a• 
11And, on Capitol Hill--
• Here in our ovn area - • 
• 
These ar~ bromides and cheap aubatitutee. The7 1re etrictl)' of~-11 it•o 
The combination vewre r ferring to are: 
· eombi tlont sed on e1•1lar1t7 of eubj ct - erlal 
• 
... . 
" rica ge • eet for •lect1on ~ - • 
the C rdinala in Ho elect a ope." 
"'l'be Republicans and tt:. De are 
•o buay fighting ng the aelTee t e 
day theylye hardly got time to fight 
each other. n.mocratic Cbair Paul 
tler ···u etc.D etc , The 0. 0 . P. h 
pr occupied w1 th a scrap of 1t eND. 
ermont 'e S. tor A k n ••• ete. 
~co b1nat1one 
• Oll po dbl 
"A powerful ato ie exp 
hurricane r 1ng the 
wave bearing down n 
ar loosing potent p 
etc • • etc •• etc. 
oe on in N ada • a 
t Coast - ADd tidal 
1i. and nature 
r toda,y.. In Nevada -
- combinations ba e on 
relat1oneh1p of oppoait•• 
. 
"President J:itenhowr calla the De oc:srata epeD4er 
vh1le De cratic Senator Barr.y B.frd s~s the new 
Democratic co~ree• vill try to keep •pending down." 
Such combination should not be forced. or should you vast tt.e tr,r-
1ng to accompliah th m0 if they don't come naturally. But the7 vi11 
co natural y if you ~ t neve YO'Il v re plann1n« to use 
Bridging lines can aleo be 'llsad to tie 1teme together. The princt le v• 
exactly the aaae. The flow they can ~v to nev• report ea t 
more than worthwhile - not to m ntion t sen • of organtt tion the7 lend 
On the n•xt fev pages h a ea.:aple newa repor·t vhieh riea to illua rat 
som of the key pointe in this tion. It 1• not perfect. but •• 
an atte~npt at some of th thinge v 'r• lk1 g abou' 
~ rnor •.1rco. s ut b~la tl~• and ~ f• en o • m nta. 
0 
to t 
da;r. 
Kenn~y· 
s r,a. or 
S Rh Sa te. 
• · r 1 o · bo11bing 
o~ rAt pu~lie ee 
to dynamite b~a t, 
been no trouble 
pore o r t.• wr e 
nia in a ch o ll.e • 
eho0l va Jntegr ted 5 • ra 
o 1-·m1n1n« co , un1 t;r t\ 11 n 
• 0-
Sc n of t fl9 bomlJing 1 a parochia ec ol in South 'l'rent 
Be Jer •7· S Teral hour a~ter cla e d been x ee h1a 
fter oon. a blaet o~• t fott roo a o . the school, 
x Gover or Curl. y rn ht be out of t ho.,pi tal by th en 0 t e 
ve k T 83 yftar-o1d "Wnrrior conti uea hi1 ir culou ·ecoT ry 
followi ~ urg ry and ~pent om time today v 1 in» th~ ugh t 
oor !do t Boston City &spitaL. 
i th o el Psac Prize~ a B lg an Mot B 
Ge r ea P1rea - for hie work in inding 1 ea or t 
ref •• , 
-0· 
.t. 3 y ar-olt .ing lUJaeln of Jordon wa1 ,· t"> (lr to ~ne a, 
Swttrerleod for ty-n~~ded r st. B a sMBl . 1 n ~ c ll.nged 
~,. t 1 of the Syria ir force - a t K1ng bl!at n hasty r t 
bae I. Cairo aoye ita plan didn t tack ~•t~ly inte 
t ~t . fu d t giTe recogn1tlon i 1 • On 
fte tl1 1f t .e J.ne1d nt "'' 11 l:l 
:Be . or 
"ell 
ov r 
\he 
k 
') t 
)of i!E&C 
ighty 
t. rr 
aubJ ct 
etta. 
eight c 
aiden o 
of b 
'1M 
nte 
t 
eta . itvl eoet ore to 
uto exeh tax goe up three 
'tl eke, e • .ar 
urning his job 
f nal press co 
hope to 1 ne 
ongr.. 111 
eveey thoua nd. dollars of T l tio • 
ehuaeth A. A • ~ 'WBZ-lf a - ".w.:::~.lll5~~· 
1 t . r t.h court in 
n a. l.l Bo 
b ld1~ ~or pr 
Judge John H ller 
Mill•r is fl•hing ., in South Carolina. 
bom for a week and I cnn t do anything 
l • p 
• p to U. • Di1tr c 
order into effect, 
Stqs he: I won' t be k 
ut U t111 l get here .. " 
-0-
• nator Styl a Bridg 
f thl G. C. P . that 
cor rvativeaM g t 
of the party. 
a of llfav Hampshire a a 1 t ~a Ti tal to the v lfare 
"all element• of the t)" "modern as v 11 a 
equal represent~tion in the policy -making circles 
And 1a Mae chusetta - a political figure sa,a "thank you", Go ernor 
roster Jurco1o a gone on WBZ radio ~ TV with offici pr-reciation 
to the w rke1 a a.nd Toters vho lped put hi back 1n th •tate houa 
!or tba secon~ timeo In hie informal stat ent to liBZ. li vs - t~ 
GoTernor r~a•~•• apec1al thanks for a very apecial ~~ r~ _o 
!UJ!C Ili§.C_C!l'f lg ________ _ TIM 35 
--~----- - ----~---
OJ>W~ NOW OF COu:iSE IN THAt:'XING P!X:>PLE ~ 
CLOS '&: liE E VERY THANKFUL TO YOU. 
.. 
11 
d th 
ll ly deli 
~th et'> y -f'olo. 
On of t r g"l. r 
1thaon1an In titut 
a ll1on doll pee - an 
( MMCL) 
1 J odd h tbl 
lvay 
a p 1nl)r-
l)Sjcq..:e - a 
OD ditpl.q 
te pr•••n 
• 
o\1 • l fd t 
c· t\n 11 
t none le • the an r is w 
xcit1·~ wri ting for rnd o 
1t 
1' 1n t a hil1rat1 p ct 8 f r t}, t. tl-
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.APPENDIX C: EXCERPTS FR01-1 THE ~llBZ-TV nLAMP OF KNOViLEOOE 11 
l'RESENTATION 
On February 12, 1959 vffiZ-TV launched its 11La.mp of 
KnOi'flede;e" 2)roject. This was an attem::)t to start the popu-
lace thinking E'.bout these five areas: 111) America 1 s Heed 
for Scientists, 2) You and Your Government, 3) In Praise of 
Learning, 4) Mental Health, and 5) Safety. 11 It v:o..s, and is, 
a 11year-long project of lateral and vertical pro;;ramming." 
Some of the programraint; H}lich \'lent into this project is 
cited belm1. 
1. "The Rumble of a Distsnt Drum," presented on 
:March 29th, concern.ed th~ problems \vhich confronted Boston 
s.nd their effects on the coiD..L::uni ties surrounding the City. 
2. On June 11th 11A Party for the Vote" vms held. 
Indi vidue.ls 1·rho he,d just reached voting e.ee "\overe invited 
to the party and were told by various influentials how 
imlJortant votes are. An hour of this party "~:ms broadc2est 
to the co:nmunity in pri!:le time, 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
3. "The Roe.d Back" concerned the rehabilitation 
of mental patients; it was broadcast on June 21st. 
4. "Cardinal Cushing S-peaks Out 11 
On June 21, from 8:30 to 9:00p.m., VtBZ-TV 
presented ncardinal Cushing S~;ec.ks Out, u an exclusive, 
half-hour discussion by Richard Cardinal Cushing, 
Archbishop of Boston, expressing the need for teaching·· 
-lob-
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the truth about Comrc.unisrn in our high schools. The 
program uas enthusiasticc.1ly received by both viewers 
and the press. RE>~dio Free Europe requested and Has 
e;iven an aurs.l tape 3.11d trs.nscript of 11 Cardinal 
Cushing Spee,}:e Out 11 for use in their overseas bro2.d~ 
casts. This program 1tJ'as fully covered by the press 
on edi toric:.l pe.ges, anC' on "'"'aze one, as ·well as in 
television columns. 
J. Edgar Hoover's letter \·m.s but one of the 
hundreds of state;.;:;ents e.nd letters received by vTBZ-TV. 
Even Radio V!oscmv and the Russian Press took 
cognizance of this si,enificant telecast vrhen they 
denounced both the CarC.inal and 1'1BZ-TV. 
"Cardinal Cushing Speaks Out 11 vms follo\·red by 
a televised editorial co::::-::el1te.ry by Ste.tion Ivin.nager 
Fran:din A. Too~:::e on this very urgent watter of 
teachins a.bcut Comr.L!.unism in ou.r hic;h schools. 
5. A car w~s lifted and dropped by a derrick on 
June 26th to simulate the impact of an automobile accident. 
The event vre.s broe.dce.st as a live fe&turc on the 11 Todc:.y at 
Home" };rogras aDc'l fil:::s vrere made for use in o. Fourth of 
6. On Ausust 9t:C. i'lBZ-TV broadC~st a half -hour 
eC.i torial documer:ts.ry el1.ti tled nsick Tre.nsi t. 11 The proGram 
appeared in •:;rime time on Sunday eveninG; it uas n2.rre.ted 
by Franklin Too:{e. lis the title ind.ic8,ted, the shovT 
dcR,l t 1·:i th tre.nei t problems in Eassaclmsetts. Fourteen 
hours after the l)roc;rs.m, the I:·1asse,chusetts Rouse of 
Representatives voted to buy the Old Colony Line Rails and 
use the;n for R.a::;id Trs.nsit to the South Shore. 
7. "Assic;runent: Ult:richt, 11 broe,dcr'.st by YfBZ-TV on 
Nove;nber 23rd, \vas the first intr:orvim'l for the \vest ever 
• 
• 
1C8" 
"At tl:e end of t:he 
intorvie11, noted ~ ourne.list Er"v:in D. Cenhe.m, Eel i tor of the 
and cho.1lense(l the ve.lidi ty of :-c;2.ny of his :::ot?,ter::lents. 11 
8. VlBZ-TV also broaclC'" st 6urinc t'::is ~?riod, e.nd. 
co:1.tinues to broadc2 st, vrcekly ec i torie.ls. 
In 195S: 
more the.n 850 s~ows and se~ments ~ithin shows 
\·rcr'e ~~rosr2.~::~::ed. for 11The V:~:'l"!:J of Knm1ledse"; 
r::ore tl:e.n lCOO ne1·;s ite:cc1S COl1C2rned.. ther:1selves 
v<i th 11Lc.1;1p o:f' Ic~-.ol'ilcdce" C?.tcc:~~ories; 
;,1o:::•e t::12.r: 250:: s:::wt e.~·nol.Jnce:;e~1ts '·•·ere tele-
vl. OPQ" J."n 11 T'f-·e L"''''D O'l."' r-l~O'T] ' 0 ('1 "''8 11 "'"'"'~"Ct u ._., 1 _..:.. <., •• L .. _:.. .... ..... J. o\ ~c .... -~.....::; -~-- ........... e.J v • 
At the end of the ~resentstion is 2 thirteen-~ase 
Inc]_uded <;.;nons these pf'.rtici-
•.• __ ,_.,o .. n. t~; ··re t.>·e r,r • .., T'"~_l'"'l" the D"rl"O'·""' J-uno "P-.:rr->rs--t""e •,·orlr11 c-. 
- - - c.. v.:.. .!. " ..: ),. .,-:::/:. I .l _1..V .. '..l ' - ... L -~ ._._ - .• c ' - .;__, .J _, J..l. ' "-'L h) 
of? bc:rs c}_ubs. 
AF·PElmiX D: SELECTED A\·TAP..DS AND CITATIONS RECEIVED BY \'/BC 
STATIONS FROJ>I 
APRIL 1, 1958 UNTIL OCTOBER l, 1959 
KDKA: Radio--Ro.dio-TV Hev'ls Directors Association a1·r2"rd for 
Radio lJevrs Reportin5 i:n 1958 (plus seven other 8),,rards 
or citations). Television--thirteen awards or citations; 
one fron the U. S. Depe,rtr.1ent of Health, Educe.tion, 
a.nC. \'lel1'are. 
KEX: :,reCalls :t-1ar::s.zine, nGolden Hike 11 a Hard for "Oregon 
Divorce Tragedy n (plus one other 8.·.ra.rd and ti<TO cer-
tificates of appreciation). 
KPIX: l':-ational Educ8,tion Aseocie,tion, nSchool Bell Jn·re.rd 11 
in 1958 for the most outstc.nding local or state 
reporting of ecuce.t ion (plus ten other a;;ards or 
citations). 
KY~·l: lS'58 Ohio Bar Association Journalism Avre.rd for radio 
stations (plus ten other a1;ards or ci te"tions). 1959 
Freedoms Foundation A·.-Tard, Ohio Bar Am'.rd, special 
av,:ard.s fror:t tb.e Cleveland City Council for a ca:s.paign 
to raise blood for a child and for a Civil Defense 
ef::'ort. Television--1959 Freedoms Foundation Award 
(plus five other a'~,-:arcis or citations). 
itffiZ-\'ffiZA, \tffiZ-TV: See folloi·Iing page. 
WJZ-TV: Thirteen e.vrards &.nd citations. 
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'VWWO: February, 1959--Freedoms Foundation for over~-~11 year-
April, 1958 (plus t1w other avmrds). 
i·ffiZ-V\'BZA: Special citation 2"nd plaque from Governor Furcolo 
and the Co:;E;~om·:cal tl1 of Nass2.chusetts for the educa-
tional ve"lue of "Alcoholism, Public Enemy 11 series 
--- , 
July, 1958 to 1959. Citation from the !:-las sachusetts 
Depart::uent of Hental Health for 11 The Keeper and the 
Keys" program on the care of mentally ill children, 
August 12, 1958. Tom Phillips amtrd from United Press 
International for tJ.;..e best radio neHs broadcast in 
1957 ( mvarded in June, 1958). Citation from the 
Boston City Fedcrc:.tion of 1'lomen' s Orge.nization for 
"Pornography - the Business of Evil 11 for enlightened 
e.nd dynamic policy on public affairs ~:mo. excellence 
in program develop~ent, October,.·· 1959 (plus three 
others). 
vlBZ-TV: Sigma Delta Chi 2.'do..rd for 11 Distincuished Public 
Service in Television Journalism," in April, 1958. 
Nationo..l Headliners e.':Ia.rd for 11 Ci ty in a Shadol'T 11 
(-;:-Jlus eight other m<~ards or citations). 
APFENDIX E: PREAMBLE AND STANDARDS OF PRACTICE OF THE RADIO-
TEll""'VISION NE;lS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION. 
The Radio Television News Directors Association 
believes that the broadC1' stin3 of factual, objective and 
timely ne';rs is the finest public service re-dio or television 
st2-tions c<=m •Jcrform. An im:portant objective for vrhich 
every radio end television station should strive is a news-
room competently staffed and honestly o-::Jere_ted, -vri th every 
effort ~ade to give its listeners an~ viewers complete, 
prompt and intelligently-screened newscasts. 
In the furtherance of this belief c:md this objective, 
R.TNDA subscribes its allegiEmce to these "StR.ndards of 
Practice". FurtherBore, RTNDA insists on the co::mJ.iance 
of its r.:1embers ~·ri th the "Sto.ndards of Pr~.ctice". 
1. The News Director, as a key figure in the broad-
cc..sting industry, has the public interest as his foremorst 
[Sic.J responsibility. His principal purpose is to l;:eep 
the 9ublic well-il"lformed. 
2. Complete coverage of the ne1vs is the News 
Director's pri~e objective, and the e=phasis s~ould be 
on scope and underste.nding, particula.rly as it concerns 
the neus 1-ri thin his ovm li:tening area. 
3. Material selected for newscasts ~u2t be judged 
on its news merit alone. 
-111-
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4. HevTs pre sent2 tion must be accurr:tte, fo.ctual, in 
sood taste, ~nd without bias. ~riter and newsc~2ter should 
cooper~te to SV8id sensationalism in re~orting, writing, 
editins and broadcasting. 
5. The use of the '.vord 113ulletin 11 shc;uld be limited 
to label only these reports of such tr~nscendant inter2st 
ti~::-~t t:tey us.rrc.nt interru:1ting tl:.e re;::;ular broadce.sting 
schedule. The 1.rord "Flash" must Dot be usee contrc~ry to 
its historic meaning in news us~ge. 
6. Cornnentary R.nd <:cnro.lysis must be clee.rly identified 
7. Editorial material must not be mixed with fcctual 
nevls re~~ortil1g, and when it is used, it ~=ust be clearly 
labeled. 
8. The race, creed, color or previous status of an 
i:-cclividual in the nei·Js should not be mentioned unless it is 
necessary to the underst~ndinG of the story. 
9. No story, either wire copy or locally written, 
sl101J.ld be used until the nel'i'SC''Eter l:as rca.c1 1 t under-
stc~dingly. The only acceptable exceDtion would be a 
late-breaking story of such inr:orto.nce the Ee1-1s Director 
of the ne1.·1sman on dut:r considers it r. "must" for a news 
program already on the. air. 
APPENDIX F: Q.UESTIONNAIRBS ON NEViS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
SENT BY THE WRITER TO ORGANIZATIONS 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAI-1J.VIING 
What do you understand by the term "public affairs" pro-
gramming? 
Is there a difference between public affairs and public service 
programming? What is it? 
How can one determine whether a broadcaster is doing an 
inadequate, merely adequate, or effective public service 
or public affairs job? 
In your opinion. where does the Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Company stand among broadcasters with respect to public 
service progr~ing? Does the company do a poor. fair, 
or good job? Why do you say this? 
If in your opinion the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company does 
a good job, what do you believe is their motivation: 
1) Social responsibility, 2) Prestige and economic gain 
through self-promotion or 3) A combination of thea ef 
Why do you believe this? 
Can you offer examples of what you would consider outstanding 
public affairs programs by Westinghouse? 
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What should be the objective of a news broadcast? 
Should news be delivered in a caLm or excited manner, or 
somewhere between these two extremes? Does it make any 
difference? 
What constitutes sensationalism in news broadcasting? 
In your opinion, does the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company 
do a poor, fair, or good job of news broadcasting? Why 
do you say this? 
Does the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company sensationalize? 
What is the position of Westinghouse news among broadcasters? 
What has Westinghouse achieved in news and public affairs 
broadcasting? 
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